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The Black Whirlpool;
OR,

Frank Reade, Jr.'s Deep Sea Search for
a Lost Ship.
A STRANGE SUBMARINE .STORY.
By "NONAME,"
Author of "The Black Mogul," ''Below the Sahara," "41- White Latitudes," "The Lost Navigators," etc., etc.

CHAPTER I.
TRE LOST SHIP.
SYLVESTER CLARE, of the famous London firm of Clare Bros., ship
owners and foreign merchants, entl'rl/d his office in Liverpool one day
in a very agitated state of mind.
The Liverpool office was a branch of the London house, and from
!Jere operated a line of packet ships to India and China. The most
valuable ship of this line was the Corsair, Captain Miles Swan, as good
a sailor as ev9r trod a quarter deck.
And the Corsair was already two months overdue_ It was the first.
time in the history of t!ie Liverpool branch that a 'l es8el had been 80
long missing.
So the gmvest fears for her safety were entertained. Owners and
underwriters bad made every possible effort to get uews of her.
One ship bad jn!!t reached port, and her master brought the first
tidings or the missing ship.
She bad spoken the Corsair in the Indian Ocean, upon the line of
the Tropic of Capricorn, and on the course usually pursued by China
ships during the northeast monsoon.
Everything was well with the Corsair at that time; but a day later
reports were beard or a terrific hurricane sweeping that part ol the
sea.
It was possible that the Corsair bad fallen a victim to this, or might
have been disabled or blown out of her course.
This was but a vague report, but yet it was something, and the anx·
ious ones still hoped to hear of the Corsair appearing at any moment
in the harbor.
But as Sylvester Clare on this day entered his office he saw in the
outer room two men pacing up and down in great agitation.
Clare looked at the clerk, who said:
•· Two gentlemen very anxiou~ to see you, sir."
" Show them in at once!"
The clerk opened the outer door and beckoned to them. They came
into the office quickly.
One was a tall, dark man, with the unmistukable stamp of the law
upon him. The o~her was a shrewd, foxy-visaged fellow.
"Well, gentlemen," said Clare, brusquely. "What can I do for
you?"
: "I am James Moreton, sir, counsellor-at-law!'' said the tall man.
" Number Nine, Temple, London. This is a Scotland Yard man,
Mr. Fingan. We represent the unfortunate James Menton Bliss,
who is now in the Old Bailey on the charge of murder and whose
trial comes off this week."
" Bliss!" exclaimed Mr. Clare. "Oh. I remember! be is charged
with the murder of the old Earl of Manton!''
"And bas been in jail for a year awaiting trial. But he is inDO·
cent, sir. Aa innocent as a lamb.''
"I hope so,'' said Mr. Clare, mildly; "but what have I to do with

ship, tbe Corsair, is overdue. Now all our evidence to clear our client,
which we sent a representativo to Hong Kong to procure, is on board
that ship! Unless it arnves safely ttJe prosecution will surely convict
poor Bliss, and be will die Cor a crime or which be is not guilty!"
Mr. Clare's eyes openeu wide.
"My soul!" tJe exclaimed; "that is terrible! You must get a stay!
They cannot hang an innocent man! That would be dreadful!"
"Ah, the case has been long delayed," said the lawyer, dubiously;
"it must come to trial this month."
"You say the man with the necessary evidence is on board the
Corsair?"
"Here is his letter, sent a week before sailin~ by steamer."
James Moreton banded tue sheet of paper to Clare, who read:
"HONG KONG, June-, 18-.
"Dear Moreton: I shall be ready to sail from here In one week, and
have engaged passage for next Friday aboard the ship CorRair, blund
direct fer Liverpool. I could get a steamer two days later, but the
Corsair will beat her at that.
I have all the necessary depositions to
prove the innocence of Bliss, and have sealed them up in a water.
tight tin box which I carry next my body day and night. I hope to
reach Liverpool safe and sound and in good seaaon.
"Your colleague.
"ARTHUR DINGLEY,''
Sylves:er Clare was much excited upon reading this letter. There
was another powerful reason for praying that the Corsair migtJt yet
safely make port.
"Indeed, Mr. Moreton, I am in a very much disturbed state or mind
ns regards :he Corsair, yet we hope and pray to bear from her at any
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"V~ry

much, sir," replied the lawyer, nervously.

.

moment.''

"Then there is no other way to get tidings or assurance than to
wait?" asked Moreton.
•· Absolutely none!"
The lawyer walked bnck and forth in an agitated manner.
"If the ship has gone down," he said, " Heaven pity unfortunate
Bliss; the evidence would be beyond recall!"
"Unless it were known where the ship went down, gentlemen,'' said
Fingan, the detective, quietly.
" We could only guess that," said Mr. Clare. "She was last spoken
on the Tropic of Cnpricorn. She may have gone down in that hurri·
cane a day later. A rough estimate could be made by this."
"Ah, but she may have sunk in a mile depth or water," said the
lawyer, despondently, "and be far beyond the reach of divers. It
would be like lookin~ for a needle in a haystack, unless one, indeed,
bad a submarine boat."
Mr. Clare gave a great start.
" A submarine boat!" be exclaimed. " That reminds me. There is
~mno the harbor at this very moment!"
The lawyer wheeled quickly.
" A submarine boatt" te gasped,
"You see your
"Yea."

·

•
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" What-where-whose craft is she?''
"I bad the honor of an introduction to the gentleman at Lloyds.
He is an American, and his name is Frank Reade, Jr. His boat is the
mos~ wonderful craft in the world, and can sail under water for an indefinite length of time."
"Ab!" cried Moreton, excitedly; "it is to America that we always
look for innovations. A submarine boat! Dear me! Can we not see
this Mr. Reade at once and enlist him in our causeT''
"It is possible," said Mr. Clare, consulting his watch. "In two
hours be is to dine with me at the Golden Lion. If you will be there
at that hour I will seeure you a meeting--"
" A thousand tb~>nks, sir!" cried the lawyer. " Fingan, this is our
only hope. If we succeed in procuring the services of Mr. Reade and
bJs submarine boat, will-will--''
"Well, sir!" said the detective, in his astute manner.
"Will you accompany him on the quest for the lost ship-if she is
lost! I would go, but my professional duties--"
" Why, of course I will do that," agreed Fingan; " that should be
my part."
"Very good!" cried the lawyer, with delight. •• Mr. Clare, we are
deepl y indebted to you • . At the hour appointed we will be at the
Golden Lion."
"Very good, sir!" said Mr. Clare, with a dignified bow. Then the
lawyer and the detective departed and the ship-owner went to his
work.
The Golden Lion was a chop house where gentlemen of Mr. Clare's
stamp were wont to lunch and dine, and meet to dis.cuss the maritime
news of the day.
At the appointed hour Mr. Clare entered the place.
He saw a tall, fine-looking young man, in a natty, blue, yachting
suit, sitting near one of the windows and gazing into the busy
etreet.
Approaching him, he said:
" Mr. Reade, this is an honor and a pleasure!"
The famous young American inventor sprung to his feet. '\Vith a
cheery smile he said:
" Ah, Mr. Clare, I am delighted. I preceded you here!"
" I was detained a lew moments later than 1 expected. I regret
keeping you waiting."
"It is nothing!"
They sat down in the window and chatted lor a time. Then they
went into the cafe and Mr. Clare ordered the dinner. While it was
being served the ship-owner was revolving in his mind how be was to
broach the subject of the sunken or lost evidence to Frank.
Finally he said:
" One or my !in est ships, the CorsaJr, is six weeks overdue."
Frank looked up with a start.
"Indeed!" he exclaimed. "You rnust be much alarmer!!''
"1 am. In fact I fear much that 1 have seen tile last of her. In
fact that she has gone down in a hurricane in the Indian Ocean!"
"The Indian Ocean!" exclaimed Frank, "perhaps I can aid you
then!"
"EhY'' gasped the ship owner.
"I am going to India from here!'' said the submarine navigator.
"As I shall pass through the In!! ian Ocean, if you deaire, I will look
lor the Corsair!''
" Why I" exclaimed Clare, "that-that is more than kind.''
"I am glad to do you the favor!"
"It is a great favor, I assure you. The Corsair itself is a great
Joss, but of course the uncterwriters make us whole. But there is that
aboard the Corsair, whl~which is very valuable, and--''
·• An ucusually valuable cargo, eb?" said Frank, helping himself to
sherry.
"Ye-es; and thereby hangs a story."
"A story!"
The ship owner cleared his throat.
"Let me tell it to you," he said, " then you will understand why I
have placed so !ugh a value upon your kind offer."
With this Clare detailed the whole story of Bliss' incarceration for a
crime of which he was innocent. He told of the visit of Moreton and
Fingan to his office, a few hours before.
The young inventor listened with the greatest of interest. He set
his wine glass down and said:
"Why this is a matter of vital moment. Suppose the Cors~ir is at
the bottom of the sea. The evidence is sunk beyond recall.''
"Unless," said Clare impressively, "you are kind enough to assume an interest in this affair.''
"I!" exclaimed the young inventor.
"Yes; for you are the only person on earth having the power to recover that evidence or solve the late o! the Corsair.''
CHAPTER II.
THE S UBMARINE BOAT,

Foa ·some moments Frank Reade, Jr., and Clare faced each other
without speaking. Each read the other's thoughts.
Finally Clare said:
"I have been led to believe that you could be induced to undertake
this case, Mr. Reade, for humanity's sake alone, if nothing else. Mr.
Moreton and Fingai1, the detective, are to meet us here-ab, here they
are now!"
Frank turned and met the lawyer and the detective.
In a few courteous wot·ds the introduction was made. '!'hen the
lawyer began his work diplomatically.
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But Frank said brusquely:
"1 have beard the whole story from Mr. Clare, sir."
"Eh, well," exclaimed the lawyer nervously, "you see, I-we recognize your ability to help us and--"
"Yes," said Frank \lluntly, "I can help yon, and I don't need any
coaxmg to do it either. I can see that a human life hangs upon the
recovery of this evidence. Now I am on a trip to India with my sub·
marine boat, and tbi& affair oflers me diversion. 1 will undertake to
find the ship, if sl:ie is at the bottom ot the sea, and the tin box on the
body of Arthur Dingley, but cannot promise success. The sea 1s a
mighty wilderness--"
"I know, I know!" cried Moreton, losing command of nimself.
"You are a philanthropist, Mr. Reacte. Oh, you Americans are so
~>brupt, and-and so right to he point, as it were-I always &dmired
you as a people, and-and individually as well. Only-lor th& love of
God, find that evidence!"
Frank gripped the lawyer's hand.
" I will leave nothing undone!" h!l said.
'rhe subject then underwent long and careful discussion.
When it was announced that Fingan bad volunteered to accompany
the party, Frank gave him a swift glance and said:
"How soon can you be ready, my man!"
" I am ready now, sir!''
"You are!"
"Yes, sir. A detective is always ready to be transported to any
part of the earth at any moment."
Frank looked keenly at the fellow now, and continued:
" But your traps--"
" They are in a cab at the door, sir. I have come pr9pared !n
The young inventor looked surprised.
•• Huw did you know that I would undertake this project!" he asked.
" I did not, sir,'' replied Fingan; " but I thought that there was a
possibility that you would, and I was resolved to be prepared. A.
good detective always takes time by thE> forelock!"
"You will do!" laughed Frank. "Well, my boat is now at Wharf C.
We will proceed there now and be rowed at one~ to the Venture, my
submarine boat. As quick as I can raise anchor we will be off."
" We don't wish to hasten your departure, Mr. Reade,'' said Moreton, eagerly; " but of course time--"
"I know it all counts. You need have no fear. If I succeed in
findin~ the Corsair, I will bring back the evidence. Uutil then,
adieu!"
Frank Reade, Jr., the American, gripped hands with Moreton and
with Clare. His . was the characteristic Yankee spirit. He J9J1Ln
timt. in at once getting to work.
•• Come, my fnend," he said to Fingan.
'l'ogether they entered the ca.b, and were driven to Wharf C. A
boat lay alongside the pier, and it held a single occupant.
'l'his was a comical little Irishman, who at once sprung up.
" Whisht, Mistber Frank. Ye're not gone long. But it's glad I
am to see yez back.''
" Jt was a quick dinner, Barney,'' laughed the young inventor. "Is
Pomp aboard the Venture!''
•· He is, sor. Shure, we'd niver lave the vessel alone.''
"I should hope not. Ah, Mr. O'l:ihea, make you acquainted with
Mr. Flngan.''
"Glad to !mow yez, sor," said Barney, with a sweeping bow.
"And the same to you," replied tbe detective, affably.
Then Barney rowed them away out among the harbor craft.
As they went on Frank told the Irishman of the coo tract be bad un·
dertaken.
Barney was delighted. The voyage to India would now be coupled
with that which would furnish incident and adventure. All was just
what Frank RendE>, Jr.'s two faithful companions, Barney O'Shea, the
lri8hman, and Pomp, the negro, were fond of.
They bad traveled in many lauds with the young inventor and his
famous inventions. They were trusted, tr1ed and true.
·
Alter threading their way for some time among the harbor craft,
they came in sight of a curious-looking little craft, wbich lay at anchor
somewhat out of the channel.
The Venture was a model of grace and symmetry for all that it was
somewhat out of the usual line. Its hull was loug and narrow and
rakish.
This was of steel and made capable of resisting tremendous pressure,
which was necessary when the depth at which i\ must travel was considered.
The upper part of the hull was st~dded with dead-eye windows.
Above this a brass guard rail extended about the entire deck, from
stem to stern.
In the stern the dome roofed structure of a great turret rose above
the deck. In this there were great circular windows of plate glass.
ThEl roof of the dome was also sections of powerful glass, protected
with steel frame.
'
Just forward of this turret, which f()rmed the main cabin, was a
small cabin or what mignt have been denominated the forecastle.
Forward, in the' bow, was a round topped structure of steel and glass,
winch was the pilot bouse.
·
Three slender masts to balance the ship were carried. They could
.
be used to spread sail if necessary when on the surface.
There were many minor details which we will note in the cour~e of
the story, and turn our attention now to the interior of the boat.
The main cabin was provided with water tight vestibules. It was
very richly furnished and was in tact, a miniature drawing-room. Here
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Frank also kept the choicest of books, and even works of art and fine
llric..a-IJrac.
The forecastle was t.be quarters of Barney and Pomp. It was
furnished and equipped to sutt the tastes of these fai thful fellows.
Just forward of th is was a room devoted to stands of small arms and
ammunition, for sometime in their travels the submarine voyagers
mi~ht want to go usbore perhaps on a hostile coast. Then there was
the dining saloon und th e cooking galley.
Below the pilot bouse was the engme room, where the electrlc machinery was placed. Above, in the pilot hnnse, was a great key board
with levers and push buttons to guide and regulate the craft.
Also there was a powerful search-light, cap11ble of p e uetratin~ a
~reat distance nuder water.
But the most wonderful thing of all was
the system of nir supply.
Frank's own invention this was by means of chemical generators
placed In the hold, and from which pipes ext.ended to every part of
the ship.
Certain valves allowed the bad air to escape into the water as fast
as it accumulatPd, thus kee~'in g up a perfect circulation. Thus the
submarine VO)agers were enabled to rem ain under water an indefinite
length o! lime.
The boat was made to rise or sink by means of a series of tanks,
which lille;t by means of valves, and were emptied by pneumatic
pressure.
Altogether the Venture wns a most wonderful triumph or the inventor's genius. c ~ rtainly there was no other craft on earth like her.
And she had been pla nned and constructed in Frnnk Reade, Jr.'s
own macbwe works in Readestown, U. S. A. Already th e young
American had received flattering offers from many governmen 1s for
the plans of the Venture, and the secrets o! the electric storage, but
Frank bad refused them all
"I am not liuilding warships but pleasure vessels,'' be said; " if
the time should ever come t1111t my country needed the secret lor its
defense agatnst an invading foe, it shall have it. Otherwise I prefer to
keep it myself."
Money was of no acceptnnce to the young inventor, for he was rich
enough as it was. So be held on to his secret.
On board the Venture, Fingan, the det.ective, followed Frank Reade,
Jr., and Barney. Pomp, the comical little negr:>, met them at the
rail.
" Shure, naygur,'' cried Bnrney, boisterously, " it's happy ye'll be
now, for it's otl' we ure for the Iujuu Ocean this very minit!"
"Wha' am dat!" gnsped tile darky, looking interrogatl ~ ely at
Frank. " Am dat so, sub!''
•
.:Y-as," replied Frank, decisively. "Have everything ready as soon
as possiule. Is not everything ship-shape?"
"Aye, sah!" replied Pomp; "eberytlng am a'rigbt in mah department."
" An' bejabers, it's that same in moine,'' declared Barney. " Av
yez say the worrud, Misther Frank, it's up anchor an' oft' now, sor."
" All right!'' cried Frank; " let us get under way at once. How
does that suit you, Mr. Fingan?"
" There is nothing like prompt work," replied the detective, "and
you Yankees lead the world on tbat."
Barney and Pomp soon had the ·anctoreasy, and then the Venture
began to drift with the tide. Frank wenl into the pilot house and
started the engines.
Inn few moments the Venture was speeding like an arrow out of
Liverpool harbor.
She was soon out in the open sea, and headed to the south. Frank's
purpose was to pl'oceed direct to the Cape of Good Hope, and thence
to the Indian Ocean.
The submarine boat was sailing now on the surface, as she could
proceed faster that way. Suddenly, as they were swiftly cutting the
white caps, Barney sighted two huge vessels otf to leeward which
seemed to be hove to.
"Shure, sor, mebbe they are in distress,'' declared Barney; "phwat
do yez think, sor!"
"Stand over that way," said Frank; "we will signal them!"
This the young inventor did. Soon they were exchanging the code,
and by it Frank read:
"We are in d1stress. We need help!"
"Lay a course lor those two vessels," Frank ordered.
Fiugan had been watching them intently. Now be said:
" I think I cnn understand it, sir. Those vessels belong to the
Liverpool and Dublin line of l'teamers. Something is wrong with
them."
"We'll soon find out!" said Frank, with determination.
CHAPTER III.
A

SUBMARINE EXPLOIT,

THE submarine boat fairly raced toward the two steamers. In a few
moments Fingan bad recognized them.
" They are the Anglesea and the City of Limerick," be declared.
" It !COKB to me as if they bad divers aboard. What can it mean?''
The Venture rapidly drew nearer the two steamer's. Then it was
indeed seen that they were anchored, and at their g&ngway divers
were goin~ down and coming up in turns.
"Ahoy!" bailed the master of the Anglesea; "what craft is that!"
"The snbma~ine boat Venture,'' replied Frank, "Captain Reade,
er Readestown, U.S. A. Who are you?"
"~~~~coast ~tt!amer Anglesea, Captnin Cliff,'' was the reply. "We
are d1vmg for 1mportant papera on t!le .sunken steamer Adaline. We

need a diving bell.

Can we charter your vessel to go to Liverpool for

iL!"

" Oh, that explains it,'' exclaimed Fingan. "The Adaline is one of
their steamers which sprung a seam in I.Jer' planking, and went down
about a week ago. Luckily the passengers were 'aken off by a pass·
ing schooner..''
"Well," said Frank, slowly, "I don't see how we can go back to
Liverpool lor them, nor is it necessary either. Ahoy, the Anglesea!"
"Ahoy!" came back the reply.
"We cannot comply with your request."
"Where are you bound?''
" For the Indian Ocean.''
"We will pay you well.''
"I ask no pay, but if y'ln will send a couple of your officers aboard
this vessel, I will guarantee to ge~ your papers for you.''
For u moment a silence, evidently that of astonishment ensued.
Then the captain of the Anglesea shouted':
" Will you repeat that stutemen t!''
"Certainly," and Frank repeated b1s declnration.
There was a consultation on board tile Anglesea. Then came
back:
"Your statement is inexplicable. Have you divers aboard!''
"No,'' replied Frnnk; "but I have informed you once that this is a
submarino boat!''
" A submarine boat?"
"Yes!"

There was visible excitement on the steall)er's deck.
"Do you mean to say that you can travel under water!''
" Even so!" replied Frank; "however, if you do not wish to a vall
yourselves of the offer, wby, we will go along!"
•· Oil, but we shall be glad tot" cried Captain Cliff hastily. "Only
you wtll pardon us for our surprise. A submarine boat is something
unusnal in this part or the world!"
A· momen~ later 11 boat was lowered from the steamer's side and two
of the officers came aboard the Venture. One or them was Captain
Cliff !Jimself.
Frank received them cordially, and then the captain explnined the
purpose of the diving efi'orts.
"There are valuable papers, belonging to tile Bank of England in
the sunken steamer's cabin," be said. "We are anxious to recover
them, for if we do not our company will be held responsible and will
be made bankrupt."
. "Very well," said Frank; ''we will see what we can do,"
The captain looked about htm curiously. Before Frank could enter
the pilot house he said:
" I beg your pardon, but can you relieve my curiosity before we go
further! I have never sesn a submarine boat before."
·• Certainly," replied Frank, and he showed them briefiy over the
Venture.
Tlltty were delighted ns well as amazed.
"Then Frank said:
" Lower the boat, Bnrney. Everybody is in the cabin."
" Ali roight, sor.''
The Ce!t sprnng to the keyboard.
In a moment the doors were shut herme~ically, aud then the Venture began to settle.
The waters rushed over her rail, and the two officers for a momen~
lool,ed ternlled.
•
Then there was a moment of darkness as the Venture went oeneath
the waves.
Barney pressed a button, however, and the next moment the cabin
was fiooded with electric light.
Then the search-light's glare was · sent down through the wntery
depths. A marvelous scene was revealed.
It is not within the province or the story writer's pen to dascribe
the marvels_of the deep sea.
.
0! course, there were forests or submarine growth, grottoes and
deep sea cnverns, peopled with myriads or lisb and curious monsters
of all sizes.
But that upon which the gaze or all wns fixed was the sunken
vessel. She lay slightly listed to starboard in the arms of a reel.
Divers bad reached her deck, but had been uoalile to stay longenough to enter the cabin (Jn account of the pressure.
"Tl\at will not bother us!" said Frank. " We can stand the pressure nt n far greater depth.''
" Ah!" exclaimed Captain Clift'; "but how can we hope to enter the
cabin "''ithout the aid or a diver?"
"Easy enouglJ!" replied Frank. "I have a diving· suit which will
resist the pressure. You shall see!"
"Indeed," PXclaimed the captain in wonderment, 1" you are a genius,
sir, I must say!''
In a few moments Frank bad produced two diving suits of his own
invention; and indeed they did differ greatly from the ordinary as he
had said.
There was a helmet of the usual kind, but connected with it was a
square, steel chest, worn upon the back like a knapsack. This contained a cbemicnl generator wbtcb supplied the divilr with air.
There was no entangling life line, no impediment, and the diver
could remain under water an indefinite ler.gtb of time. It gave a free·
dom of movement which could bart!ly be overestimated.
"I nm going alter the papers," said Pt;ank, as he proceeded to don
the helmet.
" I will tell you then exnctly where in the cabin to tlnd them," said.
Cliff.
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"Ah, there is no need of that," declared Frank. "You shall go
witb me."
"I go with you!"
" Certainly I"
" But-am I well enough versed in diving--"
"Pshaw! You will be :.ll right. I will look out for you in any
event. Put ou the suit, for we are losmg; time!"
Wn!Jont furth er ado Cliff at once complied. In a few mom ents
the two divers were ready.
They "otered the vestibule and closed the cabin door behind them,
Tben Frank pr Assed a valve which at once flooded the vestibule.
Then he opened the outer door and walked out on deck. The cap·
taiu followed bim.
It require<! some mom ents for Cliff to get accustomed to t he pressure. '!'h en be followed Frauk over tbe rail aud they st.ood ou the
sandv bottom of the sea.
Th-ey wore leaden shoes, of course, which helped to hold them down
safely.
It was much lii>e wall>:ing on air, so buoyant did the water
make them.
But they bad soon reacherl the aide of tbe sunken vessel. It became now a question as .to how to get on deck.
But a part of tbe reef rose to tte very verge of the deck, and by
clambering up tbis they boarded t.he vessel. Thus far all was well.
Now Captain Clifl' took tbe It-ad. He advance(! to the cabin stairs
of the sunken steamer.
A myriad of small fish rushed up these, but tbe captain pres6ed
down them and soon stood iu the cabin.
Then he spoke to Frank. But he speedily found tbat he was no~
heard. He raised his voice.
It was of no use.
Then be came along and placed his helmet close to Frank's. In this
manner, by loud shouting, they cuuld make encv other hear.
"We shall find the papers in the captain's cabin!" be said; "that is
the one beyond this!"
"All rigbtl" agreed Frank, "lead the way."
They passed into th e next cabin. This was the captain's. The desk
yet stood as it bad been left, with papers and o~her articles, though
soaked, yet intact.
It did not take Cliff long to find what be wanted.
He found tile valuable papers in a tih box in the safe, the combina·
tion of which be had been given. Then be rescued the vessel's log.
On the t ip of each helmet the two divers bad a powerful electric
light. These were of service in the cabin, which would otherwise have
been as dark as pitch.
Captain Clift' had accomplished his ends, and now placing bis belmet close to Frank's, shouted:
"All right; I have got all I came for!"
" Then we will go back!''
" I am ready!''
In a few moments they were again on deck. Though it was a great
distance from the sunken vessel's rail to the sands below, they did not
hesitate to drop.
They sailed down as lightly as a feather, and then started for the
Venture.
A few moments more, and they. were back in tte vestibule. Frank
shut the deck door ant! turned on the valve.
Instantly pnenma~ic pressure forced the water out of the vestibule.
Then the two divers entered the cabin safely.
The expedition bad been a success. A more delighted man than
Captain Cliff could not be imagined.
"Oor company will pay you a !urge reward if yon will accept it,
Mr. Reade," be cteclared; "this is a great service you have rendered

us!''

" I don't want it," replied Frank, bluntly. "Indeed, I am now upon an errand very sim1lar to this."
" Indeed!"
With this Frailk detailed the story of the missing Corsair. Clift'
listened with interest, and thea &aid:
''I'll wager, Mr. Rende, that I can tell yon the fate of your ship."
Fingan was now interested.
" I shall be glad to know,'' snid Frank.
"Welt," said Cliff, slowly, "judging from her position and the locality where she was last seen, I would not be afraid to wager that
she is In the Block Whirlpool."
" The Blnck Whirlpool!" exclaimed Frank, in aurprise.
•• Yes, that is only two hundred miles away from the Tropic. Ver:t
likely she was blown thither and is even now utterly unable to escape."
CHAPTER IV.
THE BLACK WH IRLPOOL.

FRANK was interested.
"The Bl ack Whirlpool!" hP exclaimed. "I have beard much of it;
but I never supposed that it was a serious one."
"Serious!'' exclaimed Cliff in amazem ent. "There is not another
such maelstrom on earth! The Black Wbirlpool easily beats them
all."
"Strange that I should not have heard of it before," said Frank.
"It is not, to my knowledge, recorded upon any chart.•"
" Ah, that is true," replied the captain, " lor a very rood reason.
It bas only sprung into existence within a year or less past.''
"Ob, that explains it then!" exclaimed Frank. "I thought it
strange. Have you ever visited the Whirlpool!''
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"Not I ; but one o! our officers was in those waters aboaril a warship when an Italian bark went into the Whirlpool. It was unable to
beat 1ts way out, nor could the war·sbip do aught Lo save it lor fear
of getting into the deadly swirl itself.''
Both Frank and Fingan were much surprised.
"lR it possib!A that tbe current iR so powerful that a steam vessel
can make no way against i1 f" ask ed the detect ive.
" That is the report," replied Cliff; " tlie current is said at its very
verge to exceed twenty knots an boor. It ::an loe easily distinguished
from t he outer and calmer waters by a great line of foam which extends (ar out of sight in both directions. The maelstrom must there·
fore cover buudreds or miles !"
"'l'ben anything which gets into its clutches must be forever swept
round and round 10 that awful circle until the vortex is reachAd.''
"Just so!" replied Cliff. "You can see IJow easy it would be for
a vess ~ l on a dark nig ht, or running before a gale, to be carried over
the verge into the awful circle of death. I would not be at all surprised if your missing Corsair was in the deptbs of the Black Whirlpool."
"In that case," said Frank, with a dubious expression, "I don't
see how we are going to be nble to render her assistance or even reacb
ber if she is at the I.Jottom of the sea!"
' ' We can try," persisted Fingan.
"Indeed, my surmise may not be of value!" said the captain, "and
she may be yet afloat somewhere, or perbaps sutl k in some other part
or the ocean!"
"I should think that the Black Whirlpool would be a great menace
to navigators In tilat part of the world," declared Frank; "something
ought to he done to warn seamen all over the wor11."
;-;Such a movement would be necessarily slow!'' declared tlle captain c>f the Anglesea. "I believe that steps are rapidly being taken
to that end."
A short while later Captain Cliff returned to the Anglesea with profuse thanks for the service done. Then the submarinE boat again set
out to the southward.
The more Frank pondered upon the matter, the more certain he became t hnt this bad been the fate or the Corsair.
That such a mighty spasm or nature had occurred in any part of
the earth without having attracted more attention,:was to him strange
enough. Certainly here was a menace to navigation un equalled on
the globe.
Without mquiring into the strange revulsi on of Nature which had
caused this mighty whirlpool, Frank could.see bow easy it might have
been for the Corsair to bave drifted into it.
If the lost ship wa~ in the big whirpool, it seemed certain that it
was indeed lost. What aid they could give it, or in fact bow
could ever con trive to reach it, remained to be seen.
From this moment tbe subm arine voyagers could g ive thought or
conversation to no other subject. Tbe Black Whirlpool became the
all engrossing topic.
The little Venture made tremendous speed on her southward way,
but to the voyagers she seemed to creep.
Frank bad once half decided to take the route through the Straits of
Gibraltar, the Mediterranean and t.be Suez Canal; but he tin ally decided that the shortest route after all would be via Cape of Good
Hope.
Day after day the little craft sped on along the African coast. Frank
kept fairly well into tbe shore waters, so that the Ven ture would encounter on an average smoother seas.
Cape Verde was sighted, and tben the VEnture bore into the waters
of tbe Gull of Guinea.
Many Vt!ssels were met and some spoken. Then the Venture crossed the Equator and was in southern seas.
It was now a fairly. straight line southeast to the Cape or Good
Hope. On sailed the Venture.
All things must have an end.
And so tinnily th e little headland of Cape Town was sighted, and the
Venture stood c>ut to round the cape.
For Frank bad no intention or stopping at Cape Town. His purpose
was to proceed as rapidly as possible to the locality of the Black Whirlpool.
The larger part or the trip had been accomplished, however. Once
rounded into the Indian Ocean, the Venture begatl'to encounter calm
seas, and consequently accelerated her progress.
Ships now were seldom sighted.
They were really out ol the beaten track, for Frank bore far to the
soutb of the Tropic of Capricorn, going even below the for~y-fifth parallel of south latitude.
The lowest course pursued by ships was along the fortieth parallel.
No vessels ventured below this except on rare occasions, for the air
was cold and the seas tempestuous, the farther south one went.
Frank knew that the Black Whirlpool was not on or above the
fortieth parallel, for if eo it would be in the direct path ur China going
vessels.
Therefore it must -be south of the fortieth paralell, and probably bet ween that parallt!l and the Kerguelen Islands. There the seas were
durk and heavy, which no doubt bad won for the maelstrom the name
of the Black Whirlpool.
That tbe Corsair bad been blown as fur out of her course as this,
seemed at first improbable. But there was a possibility that h11r engines had given out, or that she bad been so shattered by ttJe storm,
that control of her was utterly lost.
"If she has gone down in the Black Whirlpool,'' declared Frank, "I
fear we shall have our labor for our pain3.''
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"Perhaps," suggested Fingan, "that under the sea we might with
safety invade the whirling current."
" I think not," differed Frank; "the current should be strouger tbe
deeper it runs."
·
" It ought also to contract," argued the detective. " Perhaps on
the bottom we might approach nearer the vortex. Wbat is your
tbeory of the vortex?''
"My theory of the whirlpool itself," said Frank, "is that a number
of powerful conflicting currents here meet, and in their strife make
the terrible vortex."
"Well, the vortex?"
" Why, it strikes the bed or the sea and must be shattered, and
thence be converted into deep sea currents, which shoot in all directions."
•• A Yery good theory," agreed the detective, "and no doubt correct. But now, when we tllink of it, the Corsair sucked down in the
vortex, goes to the bottom, does she noL?''
"Yes_,,
" Tben where does she got"
" As far aa so~ne powerful deep sea current may be able to carry
her. I see your point. It is that the deep sea currents, going in different directions, may not have the power of those on the surface, and
which make the whirlpool."
"You have my idea exactly," said the C::etective, "that is my hoj:e.
It may be a scant one."
"Let us hope that it will be realized," declared Frank. "We will
.
certamly do all we can to bring it about."
Below the fortieth parallel, the submarine boat began to encounter
black rolling seas.
One morning a sail was sighted to the southward.
As near as cvuld be made out, she was an Euglish trading ship,
which had probably been blown out of her course in coming from Australia to tile Cape.
Frank was determined to speak her. It occurred to him that he
might g6t some news relative to the Whirlpool.
So he bore down toward her and made a signal.
This was answered and the two vessels rapiuly drew nearer. An
hour later they were within bailing distance.
Then Frank appeared on tbe turret and sllouted:
"Sbip ahoy!"
"Ahoy!" came back.
"What ship are yon!"
"The brig Rosemary, of Liverpool, England! Who are you?''
"Tbe suhmarioe boat Veoture!"
" All well on hoard!"
"Clean hill! How are you?"
" All well, aQd a cargo or hides from Melbourne for London. Bon
voyage!"
-..._
The skipper was about to retire from the shrouds when Fraok
shouted:
"Ahoy-ahoy!"
"Ay-ayl"
"Do you know of such a thing In these waters as the Black Whirlpool!''
'l'bere was a moment's silence.
"Ay-ayl" the reply came back. "Forty miles about sou'east!
Keep clear or that!"
"Ay-ay, thunks!" replied Frank.
Then the brig filled away northward, and the submarine boat started otr to the sontbeast.
All was now excitement.
All eyes were upon the horizon. The Venture sailed on for an
hour and a half.
Then a loud cry came from Barney who was forward with a glass.
" Shure, sor, I see it. It's loike a line av breakers on a lee shore!"
This was true.
The great white line, formmg a semi-circle on the horizon, looked exactly like breakers. A coast might have been beyond them.
Nearer every moment the Venture Jrew to the wbirlpool. It was
an impressive spectacle.
Tbis was rendered duubly so by the thought that the fate of a vessel
which should pass beyond that white line would be sealed.
She would be in tbe clutch of a Cyclops in the grasp of Doom, and
her portion would be deatb and destruction.
So the submarine voyagers gazed wtth mingleG. sensations upon the
startling spectacle spread before them.
CHAPTER V.
A VICTIM OF THE WHIRLPOOL.

FrNGAN was the first to speak.
" It is easy,'' he said, " to see how a vessel in the night, or driven
by a storm, wou ld sail into the clutchea of this monster; but in daylight and a fair sea, there would be little danger." .
"That is troe," agreed Frank.
"If the Corsair got into the whirlpool, it was under some snell conditions."
" So I believe.''
Frank now took the wheel.
He ventured as near to the dangerous circle as he dared. The little
boat pitched ami tossed violently with the fury and force of the current.
Beyond the white foam line the waves were seen rushing furiously
in one direction, madly, tnrhulently, They seemed to trend dow::Jward. Tile center o! the whirlpool was beyond the horizon, but tbe
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water line was so depressed that it had the appearanee of a huge bowl.
The vengeful character of the hisait1g waters could be readily seen.
The fate o! any craft in tbe1r clutches could oot but be realized.
And even as tbe voyagers gazed upon tbe scene, suddenly Po:np
shouted:
"Hi-hi! dere nm a lily boat turned upside down, Marse Frank."
This was true.
A ship's boat, bottom upward, went sailing by in the waste of
waters. Next came a heap of wreckage.
This was evidence that some vessel had fallen a victim to the terrible wbirlt:ool. What o! the crew?
Who could tell?
Was the ship already in tbat C::read vortex? Had she gone down to
her awful fate in that final deep sea plunge.
.
While this question was in the thoughts of all, suddenly Pomp gave
:mother cry:
"Fo' de ian's sakes! Dere am de ship itself!"
All eyes were turned in the direction indicated by the darky. Sure
enough, tbe dismantled hull of a ship was seen at least four miles out
in the maelstrom, and being rapidly carried along by the flood.
Not a sign of living being was seen aboard her. And yet tb'e distance and the darkness of the sea might have precluded this.
For aught they knew, there might be a score ot unfortunate souls
aboard tbe wreck. H so, their doom wa.< wrir,ten.
The submarine voyagers watched the vessel wi th a strange fascination. When she had drifted from view, all drew a deep breath, and
Frank said:
" Her fate is sealed!"
" You are right," agreed Fingan; ''perhaps the Corsair ie somewhere in that fearful waste, drifting the same.''
"Ah, but she has more likely gone into the vortex."
"It is likely. Yet we have as yet no means of knowing just bow
long a vessel will drift in tbis fearful current.''
" That is true.''
" What do you propose to do now, Mr. Reade?''
"Well," said Frank, thoughtfully, " that is not an easy problem to
solve. But I have an idea that it would ue well to sail along the verge
of the whirlpool for a ways."
•· Very good."
So the Venture proceeded to sail along the verge o! the maelstrom.
For miles they kept on.
Soon darkness began to shut down.
'J'he 's earch-light could easily
locate the line of tbe maelstrom, but Frank thought It best to put to
the northward for five or six miles.
This he did and the Venture hove to, to wait for daylight.
A raw wind llad sprung up from tbe southeast, and the sky had become overcast• . There were symptoms of a gale.
Frank did not experience any fears, for he knew that be had but to
send the Venture to the bottom to escape the peril.
He beld tbe Venture bead on to tbe gale and she held her own well.
And thus the night wore on.
Near midnight all turned in save ·Barney, who took his place at the
wheel. 'I'he blackness of the night was intense.
But the search-light was powerful enough to disperse the gloom for
a distance or a mile in any direction. This the Irishman constantly
used.
And once turning it. to the nortbward, he swept it around to the
east, whither the wind had shifted.
A sight met his gaze which gave him a sudden, mighty thrill.
For a moment he gasped and was unable to act. Then be recover·
ed, and, in a horrified tone, exclaimed:
"Mither av Moses! Pwhat the divil are they thin kin' of!"
Then he pressed a button which caused a big gong in the cabin to
rin~ furiously.
This was tbe alarm which was to arouse all on board, and it did its
work effectually. All came tumbling out of their berths.
In a moment Frank was in the pilot bouse.
•• What is wrong, Barney?" he asked sharply.
"Shure, sor, cast yer eye out tbis way," and the Celt sent the rays
of the search-light shooting out over the waste of waters.
Frank gave a horrified cry.
"A ship!" he cned. "Sue is running before the gale and straight
for the whirlpool; she does not !mow her danger!"
" Shure, sor, that's phwat I thought," cried Barney. " If she did,
shure she'd be aftber goin' another way!''
"If she keeps on she is lost," cried Frank; "we must save her!
We must warn her!"
" Shure, sor, that's roigbt!"
"Head to cross h~r course; send up some rockets! Give her the
danger signal!''
Barney and Pomp beth sprung to obey orders, Frank took the
wheel, and Fingan remained beside him.
Away sbot the submarine boat to cross the bow or the scudding
ship. She carried an uodue amount of crmvas for such a gale.
"They are mad!" exclaimed the detective. "Tbe stanchest ship
in the world would hardly think of running under such a press ol sail.''
" It will carry her over the line into the whirlpool in less than twenty
minutes," declared Frank. "Set up the rockets, Barney!"
Frank used tbe searcb-Jight with the signal code. Rockets were
sent up, but tbe vessel did not change ho;r course until tbe submarine
boat crossed her bow not a hundred :vards awav.
Then she came up an instant into the wind, and a stentorian voice
bawled:
" Who the devil are yon! What do you want!''
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"You are going into danger," shouted Frank; "bear off to the
north or you'll be in•,o the !!;!'eat whirlpool!"
A jeering laugh came btlCk.
" Is that all you want?'' was the reply. " We know our course.
Au Revoir!''
" Listen to reason!" shouted Frank. " Man, if you are such, don't
go madly to your doom. Death is ahead of you. The great whirlpooll Turn your course, for tbe love of God!"
But no answer wat! deigned. Frank saw the truth that the skipper
of the crafL felt sure of his course, and would not credit the story of a
whirlpool. Doubtless he thought those on board the submarine boat
either mad, or pirate~. In tbe latter case be would not stop for his
own safety.
So on swept the ship toward the fatal line.
'l'he Venture followed swiftly, while Frank exhorted and entreaterl.
But it wail all iu vain.
"My soul! my soul!" be groaned. "What folly is theirs! They are
·
going to their death."
"Which is no fault of ours," said Fingan, senten ~io usly.
"No!" agreed Frank, "it is the fault of that perverse blockhead of
a skipper, who thinks be knows it all. There are innocent souls on
board there, whom be is carrying to their death."
But there was no help for'it. The Venture was now obliged to turn
back, for the white line of the whirlpool wus near at band.
The glare of the search-light showed the ship racing before Lhe gale.
The next moment she was in the w'Jirlpool.
She was seen to stagger a moment as the current. more powerful
than the wind, caught her. Rud,ler was of no avail, and the two opposing forces brought her nearly beam ends to the waters. Then her
mainsail belcbed forth into the breeze aud her topsails went into ribbons.
In less time than it takes to tell it she was drif:ing in the maelstrom,
clean of sails and in a pitiable condition. Now, too late, her skipper
began to realize his mistake.
Rockets went up from her deck. Frank answered them, but he
could afford no aid.
For an hour the lights of the doomed craft were seen. Then she
vanished beyond the horizon.
The submarme voyagers could not reproach themselves.
They had done all in their power. It was alone the fault of the
strong-beaded skipper.
The gale now began to incrensP in fury, and Frank concluded to go
beneatb the surface to escape it. So be closed the doors nod sealed
the boat hermetically.
Then be pressed the lever and the boat went down. The searchlight showed the bottom in fully three thousand feet of water.
A full half mile from the surface they were!
It was a rem nrkuble thing to reflect upon that half a mile of water
was over their heads. Yet the nerves of all were steady.
Of course the pressure upoc the boat wa~ tremendous, but she had
been constructed for the purpose of standing n very mucb greater
pressure.
The bed of the ocean here was totally devoid of any submarine
arowth. The floor of the sea was swept as clean as could be by the
~urrent from the maP.Istrom, which could even here be plainly felt.
'l'his was an outward current, so there was uo riel\ in following it.
How far tt.e Venture could go before tbe resistance would be too powerful remained to be seen.
Frank decided to test it, and, as there was no more sleep for any in
the party that night, he sent the Venture ahead upon a voyage of
discovery.
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CHAPTER VI.
A SLIGHT MISTAKE.

THEY were now directly under the outer edge of the maelstrom.
And the theory of Fingan was proven correct.
At tbe bottom or' the ocean the currents were all outward, owing,
no doubt, to tbe pressure of the waters thrown down and out in the
vortex.
Jus:. how near it would be safe or possible to approach to the vor·
tex it was not quite clear. But Frank was determined to kuow.
So the Venture pushed on resolutely against the current.
It grew stronger every moment, and the sandy floor of the sea look·
ed as if swept by a broom.
For an hour the Venture breasted the current.
Then a great cry went up from Fingau, the detective.
"Tbe Corsair!"
It was a startling moment. All eyes rested upon tbe black hull of
a sunken ship dead abend.
Masts were all by the board, and ber decks were heaped with
wreckage. She was exnctly the type and build of the Corsair.
The search-light traversed her from stem to stern. Every detail
was eagerly noted.
" Well,'' said Frank, "what do you think cf it, Mr. Fingan! I don't
know tbe Corsair myself."
" It answers every description," replied the detective, tremblingly.
"I don't think there \S any doubt of it. She is the Corsair."
•• In that event our quest is ended."
" But we are not sure. Again, we bave not recovered the papers.
We must lind the body of Dingley to do that.''
"You are right,'' agreed Frank. "We will anchor alongside tbat
craft and pay her a visit."
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Frank sailed tbe Venture around to the stern of the sunken ship.
There he allowed her to rest on the bottom.
He tried in vain to locate tile name of the sunken vessel with the
seurcb-light.
But Fingan felt extremely sure that she was the Corsair, so Frr.nk
was content. Re speedily made preparations to pay her n visit.
He brought out diving suits for two. One was for himself and the
other for Fin~an.
Tbey speeuily donned them and equipped themselves for the trip to
the sunken ship. Besides an ax and a kuife, each carried a coil of
rope.
Entering the vestibule they were soon ou.side.
It required four or five minutes to get used to t.be pressure, blood
even streaming from Fingan's nostrils. The first unpleasant elfects
over, thE~y started for the ship.
It was by no means easy to reach it in that varying current, but linally they succeeded. Frank found a rope dangling from the cat-heads
by which be ascended to the deck.
Fingan followed him and they stood on the deck of the sunken ship,
The detective was never more sure that it was the Corsair.
Tbe deck of the sunken vessel presented a rough &pectacle. It was
heaped with the debris of the fallen rigging and broken timbers c.nd
spars.
Slowly the two divers made t.peir way to the companion stairs.
They saw no signs of dead bodies, nor, iudeed, did they expect this on
the deck.
For the current there would have swept tbem away long since. What
if Dingley's body had also ~!;One tbus?
It would certainly be difficult to find the evidence in thct case. Indeed it would be almost impossible.
But Fingan was eager to get into the cabin.
So they stumbled down the sthirs, their helmet lamps showing all
clearly enough. Then they stood in the cabin.
Strange to say, it contained the bodies or none of the crew or passengers, if there bad been such. It lool\ed as if the entire crew had
rushed on deck and been swept away by the curreut.
Fingan, however, pushed his way to the captain's cabin beyond.
Upon a table lay t h'l log book.
It was water soaked, and the ink bud run so that the entries were
almost illegible. But the names of the vessel and its captain were
quite plam.
One glance was enough and settled all doubts.
" Log of the Monmouth,
"Captain Leslie Van Eyke,
" Dartmouth, England."
Neither Fr,lnk nor the detective were interested further.
not attempt to read the log.
Tbe sunken vessel was not the Corsair and t~is was enough. Frank
proceeded to examioe tbe captain's safe ere taking their leave.
There were several packages of Bank of England notes and a box of
silver coins.
The notes were too water soaked, but the divers took a
small bag or gold sovereigns and the silver.
Whether the ship had other treasure or not, they did not pause to
ascertain.
Buck to the deck they made their way. In a few moments they were
again sliding down over the side.
Jt was not long before they were aga!n in the cabin of the Venture.
Barney and Pomp were delighted to welcome them safely back.
" Sbure, 8or, an' it wasn't tbe Corsair afther all,'' cried Barney.
"Faith, that's too bad! A'll' we must look further and mebbe fare
worse, sor.''
"Golly!" snitfed Pomp, "I don' see how we am gwine to fare wuss."
" Bej!;urra, there's a good many things a .bloind man can't see," retorted Barney.
"I am no mo' blin' than yo' is," retaliated Pomp. "You'se nuffin'
but n no count l'isbman, anyway.''
"Bejnbers, av yez cast any more reflections on me nationalitv, I'll
break tbe face off' yez!"
" :Mebbe yo' will, cbiltl. I tell yo' to keep way from me, ·yo' hear!"
"Come, come, you rascals!" laughed Frank; " what do you mean?
I thought you were glad to see us safely back!"
Barney and Pomp made wry grimaces at each other, all of which
augured a ruction in the near future.
It might be safe to say tbat neither was serious: but they were
fond of nagging each other, and winding up with a rough and tumble.
They would surely have done this now but for Frank's restraining
presence. But Barney was obliged to go back to the pilot house and
Pomp to the galley.
Then the Venture started away once mor'l upon her exploring
tour.
Soon, however, the current grew so strong that they could go no
further in tbnt direction. Tben the boat was obliged to turn
back.
·
Another current, however, was speedily found, and Frank went off
at another angle. After sailing ab\)ut in this way for hours, however,
lle was obliged to pause from sheer exhaustion.
"Enough!" be declared. " We have all overdone. Let ns seek
rest for four or five hours. Then we shall be able to go to work with
fresh zest!"
"A capital idea!" agreed Fin gao; "why not anchor right here, Mr.
Reade!"
"As good a place as any!"
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So tile boat anchored on the spot, and the voyagers u~aiu sougllt
their staterooms for much needed sleep. All save Barney aud
Pomp.
The former was on guard, the latter was awake on purpose to secure
a settlement of the question or a lew bours previous.
Barney suspectetl tbis and was on his guard.
Be was determined not to be caught napping. So when Pomp came
sauntering into the pilot house a wh1le later the Celt kept his eyes on
him.
The coon, however, was not the one to procrastinute. He brought
tbe s~bject to a head at ·ance.
· "Yoll, J'ish," be said insinuatingly, "mebbe yo' don' fink much ob
us callud foxes, eh?"
Barney shifted bis quid coolly.
"Yez kin paste that in yer bat av yez loike," be declared, "an'
take it to yPrailf, too."
Pomp tossed his head like a wild bull ready for the fray.
"I kin jes' tell yo' sutlln', sah," he went on. "De cullud people am
all us de superior ob any po' wllite trash--"
"Whurroo!'' shouted Barney. "That'! au insult to the . Oirish
people, to be shure, an' l've a moind to make yez ate them worrudsl"
"Hnh!" snifl'ed Pomp. "I'se heerd dat kin' ob talk long enuff!
Why don't yo' act., sah?"
"Bejabers I will!'' cried the Celt, throwing off !JiB coat; "here's bad
cess to yez fer a murtherin' blatherskite. Look out fer yersilf!"
Barr.ey made a hili' 1\t the coon. Pomp dodged it and then they
clinched. A terrific struggle followed.
They rolled down the pilot·house steps and into the cabin. Then
tbey panted and tugged and strained, wbile neither beld the advantagE>.
Now up and now down they went. It was a wonder that tbe noise
tbPy made did uot wake the others.
But lucidly ~' rank and Fingan were too tired to wake easily. So
Barney and Pomp had a clear course.
Anti a. gay time it was wh1ch they bad. At least in their· own estimation. Others might think different.
They wrestled and tugged until too tired to do aught but lie panting on the carp11ted floor. They were completely exhausted.
And thus they lay, glaring at ear.h other fiercely.
" Will yo' 'pologize, sab?" pulled Pomp.
"Shure, I'll ate me bat fur3t,'' retorted Barney.
"Den you ain' had enufl?"
" W!tin I git enough, yez will be a candidate fer the hospital.''
And then thay went at it again, but rather feebly. But while thus
a catastrophe brought them to their startled senses.
Rilock shook the Venture from stem to stern. Then every
iP'ril':"Ym--~AJud went out and left the boat in total dnrkneas.
was a
moment.
The Venture seemed ~o be suddenly llfteJ in giant bands and hurled
onward.
"Massy Lordv!" gasped Pomp; "wha' am de mattab?''
" Be me sow!, somethin' has bappened to the boat!" gasped Barney, "an' it's all our fault fer sky larkin' llere whoile we ought to have
been on watch. Ah, lackaday, but Misther Frank will niver loike it
at all. Shure, he'll bave tile skin av us both!"
CHAPTER VII.
THE DHOW,

THE terrific shock which the boat received was much ss If some trementlons blow lwd beeu given it with a giant hammer or weapon.
It fairly threw Frank Reade, Jr., out of his bunk. In a moment he
was in the cabin, excitedly shouting:
" What is tl.le matter! What bas bappenedT"
Barney had rushed into tbe pilot bouse. The Celt fumbled over the
key-board for the lever whicb sllould set the ligllts going again.
"Shure, sor,'' he cried, " sometbin' bas run into the Venture, sor.
.
Divil a bit do I know what it was, sort"
"Well, we'll lind out!" cried Frank, angrily; "how is it you were
not on duty. Ah, Pomp, you bere too? I see! You rascals have been
skylarking again."
"Oh, Marse Frank, I'se drefful sorry," cried Pomp, wildly. "We
nehber link dere be any ling wrong. We'se de ones to· blame, sah."
• " I thon;!:ht sol Then hustle around, both o! you, and get matters
to rights uguin! Turn on those lights, Barney!"
" Shure, sor, I'm afther thryin' to do that same, but the divil's in
thim!"
Frank groped his way into the pilot house. He found the electdc
light lever and pressed it.
The lights dill not show. Something was wrong.
The boat was now quite still . .But Frank was anxious to know what
the situation was outside just the same.
Th e sbock of the c ollision had evidently disarranged the wires. This
be fAit sure.
The way to remedy this was to go down to the dynamo room and
renew the broken connection. But it was dangerous to go fooling
around dynamos in tbe dark.
So he groped around until be found 11 lantern on a shelf near. The
little huUAry which operated it was in working order, so be lost no
time in turning it 11n,
With this he could see nothing beyond the pilot bouse window, of
course, but he speedily located tt.e break In tile connections and descended to the engine room to repair it.
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Tbis required but a few moments. Tllen be went buck to the pilot
house and turned on the current.
The lights llashed up again. Peering tbrougb the pilot house window, Frank bebeld a startling state o! things.
A bnge black object lay across the bow of the submarine boat. It
required some moment's scrutiny to make out what it was.
" Why, it 1s a schooner or a vessel of that size," dPclared Fingan.
" No,'' sail! Frank:, "it is an Indian dhow or coasting vessel. How
did it ever come here!"
The dhow seemed to literally lay across the bow of the Venture, but
that this was not true Frank very speedily discovered.
He backed the engines of the Venture. To his surprise she did not
move.
" Why, we are anchored!" he exclaimed.
Then he turned the glare of tbe search-light full upon tbe dhow. He
saw a surprising state of atlairs.
The ram ol th e Venture was deeply imbedded in the bull of tbe
dLow. How had tbis been done! A few moments' reflection told
Frank the truth.
The dhow, carried along in the deep curren t, bad crashed into the
ram of tbe submarine boat and became impaled there. This explained
tile sh ock which had aroused all on hoard.
Here was a predicament.
'rhe Venture was anchored.
Her engines were certainly not powerful enough to break the connection by backing away. What was to be clone?
It was a puzzl<',
. Moreover, the predicament was a most serious one. How to extricate the ram of the submarine 'Joat was no hght question.
Of course tbis must be done if they boped to continue their deep
sea tru vels.
Frank was in a by no means amiable frame of mind.
He olamed Barney largely for his carelessness. The Celt naturally
felt very conscience-stricken.
" Sl!ure, M1·. Frank, I'll go out there an' cut tbe ram out wid an
ax," cried tile Celt.
"Nonsense!" said Frank, testily. ''You could never do that! But
oome tbing must be done! 'Bring out two diving suits! You an<l I
will go out and look the ground over!"
Barney hastened to obey.
In a few moments be reappeared with the suits. Then he and
Frank went out on deck.
Tlte press11re of the current was tremendous, and they were obl:ged
to connect themselves with the rail of the submarine boat by means
of ropes, to prevent being washed away.
Finally Frank climbed out on the ram and exumined its grip on the
dhow. He saw thut 1t bull been driven full ten feet into the timbers of
the other vessel.
Tbis gave a powerful hold, and he saw that to saw or cut the ram
out would be a dangerous and an interminable job.
Another idea had occurred to him, and this was to make use of a
dynamite cartridge. This, of course, would be a dangerous expedient,
but a radical one.
He studied the position of the dhow carefully, and then decided to
make the attempt. Dangerous as it seemed, it was yet the most
logical plan.
So he went back to the cabin to get dynrt.mite and lay a wire. He
imparted bis plan to Fingan.
"Risky!'' said tbe detective.
"I know it, but it will be immediate,'' said Frank.
"You know best. But-1 say!"
"Well!"
"Is not that a Malay dhow!''
"Yes."
" Are they not generally pirate vessels!"
''Yes."
" Do you suppose it would be worth while to ransack her for treasure? You know pir a tes are supposed to carry valuable spoils.''
"You may do so if you cboose," said Frank. " Wbile I am getting
the dynamite ready yon and Barney can do the exploring.''
"Good!" cried the detective, with alacrity, "but--"
"What!"
" Don't you blow that vessel up while we are on board.''
"Psbaw! 0! course I would not. Go along and be lively.''
Barney embraced tbe idea readily. So Fingan donned a diving suit
and they set !onb.
It did not take them long to get aboard the dhow. She was a very
ligllt built crnft-like all Malay vessels-and carried only half of her
hull decked over.
The door opened
This was forward, and constituted the cabin.
!rom the vessel's waist.
Fingan and Barney entered.
No bodies were in the dingy cabin; but it was lit ted up in the Eastern fashion, with tawdrv hangings of madras cloth, and chairs and
divans.
,
The two men thoroughly explored the place, and it was not until
after some while that they found a large sandal wood chest far forward. It was secured with a heavy lock.
But Barney broke this with his ax and the lid was lifted. A startling sigbt was revealed.
'
Money lay before tbem in profusion. There was a heap of miscellaneous coins of all nations, gold, silver and even copper. There
were bits of jewelry, trinkets, and a tin box which contained protmbly
so me perishable valaables.
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The two divers made no attempt to count the heap or coin, It was
certain that there were thousamls of dollars in the heap.
•· Bejabers I'll tell yez phwat we'll c.lo!" cried Baaney. " We'll take
it aboard the Venture and som~toime we'll count it up and divoiue it!''
"That's a"'reeablei" said Finaan " here aoes1"
They liftetl the cb~st and car~ied it out of the cabin or the dhow. 1t
was a slow and laborious job, but they finally got it aboard the Venture.
By this time Frank bad plared the dynamite cartridge and laid the
wire. He went back to the pilot house.
It was a critical moment.
All depended upon tlle success of that attempt. If the cartridge, as
iutendec.l, simply split the hull of the derelict, and did no damage to
the ram, all woulu be well.
There was the chance.
Bu~ Fru nk was determined to accept it.
So be drew a deep breath
and pressed the electric but! on.
There was a tremendous shock, the Venture heaved and plunged,
and the water surged so fiercely around the craft that nothing could
be seen beyond the pilot house win<low.
For a full minute this laHted.
Then Frank pressed the motor lever. The submarine boat answered
buoyantly.
She backed slowly away lor some yards, and the gl!ue of the search·
light was thrown ahead.
It was a joyful sight which met the gaze of all.
The dhow lay in halves, spU. as neatly as could be. The ram of
the Venture bad suffered no injury whatPver.
The explosion of the tlyuamite cartridge was a complete success,
and the Venture was reheved from her predicament.
Frank dill not go back to his bertb, nor did any of the others. It
was d~cided to ~o ahead once morA.
So ngain tbe submarine bo&t shot away through U1e current of the
whirlpool. She dodged in every direction, keeping always within the
range of the whirlpool.
He approached a number of limes ns near the vortex as t.e dared,
but yet no si:.n of the Corsair was found.
Vessels or various kinds were encountered in great nombers, but the
Corsair was not among them.
And after a week of submarme search of this kind, Franlc declared:
" It is of oo use! I don't believe the Corsair got into the whirlpool
at all!"
"You don't!" aslced Fingan.
" I do not! ~~ she had, it seems as if we bud ought to have come
, across her before this!''
"Bnt soppose she is yet on the surface!" advanced the detective.
CHAPTER Vlll.
.A LEAK.

"OF course there is that pos~ibility,'' admitted Frank, " but it is
a vague one.
She must have loug since been sucked iuto the
vortex."
"But has our search been sufficiently thorough!"
" 1 don'C see why,'' said Frank,
"We have made a complete
circuit of the whirlpool's vortex, and searched through most of its
currenis, even to their VPry verge. The Corsair lleing a heavy vessel, ought not to have been swept very far from the vor~ex.''
"That is true," admitted Fingan.
•• What conclusion m~y we
draw!"
" That the Corsair plainly did not get into the whirlpool."
" Then she sank in some other part or the ocean."
"if she went to the bottom.
It is possible, you kcow, that she
may yet be adrift somewhere."
" Yes, that is true."
The de•.emive appeared to be keenly disappointed. He was thought·
ful for some tit11e.
"Finally he said:
"Suppose we leave the whirlpool and take up some other clewr•
"What shall it be!"
"Well, we know the latitude in which the ship was last seen!"
"Yes!''
"Then suppose we figure out the distance she would be apt to rnP,
the effect o! the typhoon upon her course, and make a blind search
for her in that vicinity."
"In the dee11 sea!''
"Yes!''
"Very well!" agreed Frank, "we will do that. We will give up all
quest in the whirlpool.''
"It may be a mis:.al;e," said Fingan, "but I don't believe it. I
don't think the Corsair was lost in the whirlpool at all!''
"Well, if she was, it is very strange that we have not found any
trace or her."
"Exactly."
With this they bngan to figure up the likely position of the Corsair
altAr heing overtaken by the hurricane, assuming that such a thing
bad happened.
Fran I; reckon A<! upon a point one hundred miles south of the Tropic
o! Capricorn. Fingnn agreed to this.
·
Then thtl suhmarine boat wns headed to the norttward. In a lew
hours she was clear o! the deep sea currents and safe to go to tile
surface, bad such a thing been desired.
But Frank had d'3cided to travel under the surface, for there was
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always the chance of coming across the lost ship if she was really at
~he bottom of the sea. .
IL was a quest which was not at all of an encouraging sort. It was
indeed a sort or forlorn hope.
But Fingan was still confident. His courage was most wonderful.
.
He would cot abandon the possibility.
So the Whirlpool was abandoned. For a number or days tbe sub·
ruanne boat traveled on through tbe deep sea, and many strange and
cunous sights were beheld.
And ontl day Fmuk announced that they bad reached the point ap·
proximated by himself nod Fiugan as tlle likely spot lor the Corsair LO
llave foundered.
'l'ue bed ol the sea here was broken with <leep valleys or sinks, and
there were vast forests o! coral growth. The waters were dark and
forbidding.
Frank reckoned that they were miles from the surface. In this dis·
mal depth the submarine IJoat groped niJout, seeking blindly for the
lost ship.
Days passed in disappointing quest. The Venture, like a huge
glow-worm, went prowling through the submarine valleys.
And while thus groping about what came near proving a fatal accident occurred.
'l'he Venture was passing a wide-mo11thed sea cave, wheri soddenly
there dartett out from it a strange sea monster which was as large
and heavy us a sperm whale.
ln appearance it was a cross between a shark and a crocodile. Its
great jaws were wide open.
Fur a moment Frank thought it would grip the bow of the ship
with those fearful rows of teeth. But it did not.
instead, tt struck the Venture a terrific blvw just abaft the pilol
bouse.
The shock was a fearful one.
So heavy was tbe monster that the submarine boat was thrown
upon its side, and everything movable on board went crashiug to the
starboard.
. Tile monster, very fortunately, made only this one attack, and then
darted away into the depths.
lt hlld been a close cull, for bad the creature renewed its attacKs, it
must have crushed in the side of the bo:J.t, and terminated the career
or ull ou abourd.
The Venture righted herself slowly. The voyagers were stunned by
the blow.
"Great guns!" exclaimed Fwgan; "I thought we were going to
perdition then.''
" And so did 1,'' agreed Frank. "That was a foe worthy of our
steel. What sot·t of a reptile could it have been!"
"I don't know, but I don't want to see it agatn.''
"Be me sow!!" cried Barney, "I thought the ind av the world bad
come!''
" Golly,'' growled Pomp, "it a'most hroke rr.ab back!"
Slowly the Venture righted l.erself. 'l'hen she carne to a full stop.
"Et!'' exclaimed Frank; "wllat is the meanmg of that! Have we
broken the machinery again?"
Tile young inventor plungl'd into tbe engine room. He made a
swift examination of the engines.
One of the parallels forward had become dislodged. It required all
the strengtll of all to replace it.
This done, the Venture was able to proceed once more. This was
btJlieved to be all the harm done until !!'rank went forward into the
hold.
Then be gave a sharp cry.
There was a splashiug of water on the floor. In an indtant be guessed the awful truth.
The suhmarine boat bad sprung a leak.
The announcement for a moment appalled the voyagers. Frank
alone wns cool and collected.
Hastily he began to trace the stream or water.
He knew that all depended upon the locality of the leak. He car~t!ully examined the eteel h nil.
·
Then be discovered, with a thrill of relief, tbat the leak came from
overhead. Oue of the deck plates where the ram joined the hull of the
bout bad become sprung.
At, once Frank spra!!g into the pilot house.
" What are yoo. going to do!'' asked Fingan.
"I am going to the surface."
" To the surface?''
''Yes."
" Is the leak a serious one!"
"Not at all."
Up sprang the submarine boat. They were at a great depth, and it
was a long ways to the surface.
But liually the boat leaped up into daylight. The electric li!!bts
were extinguished, and for the flrst time in many days our voyagers
saw the light of day.
Tbe sun was shining brightly on a fairly smooth sea. There was
not a sail in sight.
Of course, as soon as the decl{ was above the surface, water cRased
to come into the boat. Frank at once took measures to repatr the
leuk.
The steel plate was quickly riveted again, and the submarl.ne boat
was ready to return again to the depths.
For an boor or two, however, tbe voyagers remained on the surface
for tbe sal\e of the sunlight. Then all were ord~red into the cabin,
and once more Frank sent the Venture to the bottom.
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Down abe quickly settled, until agn.in the dark valleys and coral forests came into view.
Then Fingan clutched Frank's arm.
" I see a ship!'' he said.
"A shipf"
"Yes; look yonder!"
• Frank saw plainly now, resting upon a coral reef, a sunken vessel.
Her white sails were hall set, a11d she looked just as if she was about
to fill away before the wind.
Certainly she bore no appearance of havmg been riddled by a storm.
Frank was startled.
"That ship foundered in a fair sea," he declared; "she must have
sprung a leak.''
"It looks to a dead certainty like the Corsair,'' declared Fingan.
"Indeed, you are right."
" Sail nearer and let us take a look at her."
"Certainly."
The Venture now sailed nearer the sunken vessel. The searchlight was turned run upon her.
And indeed she did look strongly like the Corsair.
"There should be a name on her bow," said Fingan. "Can we not
get around so a<1 to talte a look at it!"
"We wil1 try," agreed Frank.
The submarine boat sailed around so that the search-light fell
athwart the sunken ship's bow. LeLters were seen indistinctly, .but at
that distance they could not be deciphered.
"It is the Corsair, I believe!" cried Fingan. "I will pay her a
visit!"
A good resting place wa~ found on the reef for the Venture. Then
Fingan and Frank donned diving suits.
There was no little exmtement among the party. If this should
prove to be the Corsair they would soon !Jave solved the mystery of
her fate.
The two divers entered the vestibule and soon we.·e out on the deck.
Then they lowered themselves over the rail and made their way to·
ward the sunken ship.
The intervening space was not easy to cross.
The coral reef was jagged and broken, and it required some labor
to make their way over it.
But finally they succeeded, and came up under the stern of the
sunken ship.
They crept along under the huge hull until they reached the bow.
Here, standing upon a spur of coral, they were able to see plainly the
name just under the bowsprit.
Fingan clutched Frank's arm. The letters were plain:
"CORSAIR-LIVERPOOL.''
CHAPTER IX.
A GREAT DISAPPOINTMENT,

FoR a few moments the two divers were unable to act.. That
they bad at last found the missing ship wns a sLrange reflection.
A great many doubts were thus settled; a great many theories
exploded.
The Corsair, after all, had foundered of her own accord in mid
ocean.
She had gone down into the depths of the sen, but not into the
embrace of the Black Whirlpool, as had been believed.
But the fate of her crew-what of them!
Had they also gone down with her, or had they made their es·
cape in some way!
This could only be told after a search of her decks and cabins.
Frau k was the first to act.
He motioned to Fingnn to follow him. Thsn he proceeded to
climb up by means of the anchor cable.
In a few moments both men stood on the deck. The scene
spread I.Jefore them was a grewsome one.
All doable as to the fate of the crew were settled. There were more
than a score of dead bodies scattered about the deck.
They lay in various positions, which could suggest .no other manner
of death than drown mg.
S•trely the ship must have gone down very suddenly to have allowed
of the launching of no boat.
But what made the spectacle doubly hideous was the fact that non'l
of the dead n;en had a vestige of flash left upon the exposed parts of
their bodies.
This was dne of course to the appetite of denizens of the deep. It,
however, was an unfortunate circumstance, for it made identilicatioll
extremely difficult.
Fiilgan recovered his nerve sufficiently to examine the bodies for the
purpose of locating Dingley.
Could he find the messenger's body he believed that he would be
sure of the necessary evidence to clear Bli~s of the charge against
him.
•
So he carefully examined nne after another of the hodies.
The dress of each greatly aided him. He knew that be neeu not
look for Dingley with a seaman's garb on. So be passed over quickly
all that were thus attired.
But presently he came to a tall mnn, dressed in civilian sty·le. Hastily he efamined his person for the tin box.
But it was not on him; next him, however, Jay a shorter man dress·
ed much the same. Neither jid he lmve the desired tin box on his person.

But there was in an inner pocket a packet of papers in an oil skm
case. These the detective held up in the g lare of tbe electric light.
Upon the case was the name in printed gilt letters:
"Arthur Dingley,
"London, England."
"Found!" gasped the detective; ''these must be the papers! This
is the body of Dingley beyond a doubt! He probably changed them
from the tin case to this oiled packetl"
Yet, to make sure, the detective continued his search.
But tl!ese two bodies were the only ones bearing the appearance of
possible passengers. That the short man was Arthur Dingley, there
wail no manner of doubt.
Fingan did not attempt to examine the papers here. He rose and
made a signal to Frank.
The latter placed his helmet close to the detective's, and shouted:
" Have you found them!"
" I believe so!"
" What will you do now?"
"Let us go back to thtl Venture and examine them."
"All rie:ht!"
So presently they were lowering themselves over the ship's rail. In
a very short time they were:back in the cabin of the submarine boat.
Removing their diving suits, the detective threw the oiled packet
upon the cabin table.
"I believe they are there," he said. "James Menton Bliss will be
saved from the gallows!"
" l thought you expected to find the papers in a tin box?" said Frank.
" That was what Dingley said in his letter. But probably be changed
the form of the receptacle."
" That looks reasonable. I am curious to know if these are indeed
the right papers!"
.
"We'll very quickly settle that," eaid the detective, producing a
pocket knife.
He quickly cut the tape which bound the packet and drew aside tha
o:t-skin cover. Several legal looking documents fell out.
A glance at them caused Fingan to give a sharp. gasping cry:
"My soul! these are only personal deeds or real estate. 'J'hey are
of value only to the owner. There is no writ of evidence or confession
here.''
The detective unfolded one deed after the othE.>r. It was true. They
were simply private papers of Arthur Dingley.
Nothing more.
There were no other papers of a legal sort. The papers of evidence
to establish the innocence or Bliss were surely lacking.
It was a stunning discovery.
For a moment the detective stood like one dazed. Then he picked
op his diving helmet.
" What are you going to do!" asked Frank.
" I am going back to the Corsair.'' .
" What for!"
" To find that tin box with the important papers."
"But--,.
" Well!''
" If that was Arthur Dingley's body they were not on it."
The detecti7e drew a deep breath.
" That Is so!" be said; "but there is a chance that Dingley may
have left tbe papers in his ~tateroom or E.>lsewhere on board. Again,
that may not have been Dingley's body!"
" This packet of papers would eeem to be prima facie evidence.''
" ThM may be. But I must be sure. I musL go back and make a
faithful search.''
"Ah, you are right enongh in that," agreed Frank. "I will go
with you!''
" Do not, if yon do not wish to."
" But I am interested."
"Very well!"
In a few moments they were again on the deck of the Corsair.
This time \he detective examined the clothes or every corpse on the
deck.
But the tin box could not be found. Then down into the cabin he
went.
It was not difficult to find Arthur Dingley's stateroom. The purser's
book gave the number and the steamer trunk bore his name.
The detective ransacked the trunk and the stateroom. Then he went
through the cabin and even the ship as best he could.
"A bnman life depends," he declared. "I must leave no stone unturned."
And a faithful search it was which he made. But It was one absolutely unrewarded.
The tin box nor the papers could not be found. It was a crushing
blow.
For hours the detective puraued his quest. He would not abandon
it. He was absolutely determined to find the object of his quest.
Bot be failed.
Nothing rewarded his Pfforts. At length when in a stat9 of she.er
exhaustion, Jlrank dragged him back to the Venture.
Once in the cabin of the submarine boat, the young inventor attempted to reason with him.
" It's of no use, Fmgan,'' be said. " It is the decree of fate. We
have found the Corsair and the body of Dingley. But the papers were
not to be found where he sairl they were!"
''But poor Bliss!" groaned the detective, "they will hang him, and
heavens! He is an innocent man!''
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"That is indeed bard!" agreed Frank; "but bow can we help iL!"
"We must find those papers!"
" We have tried!"
"But we must not fail. Certainly Dingley bad them!"
To gratify the detective's whim Frnnk allowed him the next day to
go back and renew h1s quest.
After another ball day spent thus Fingan was satisfied.
" Enough, •· be said. " lam well assured that eiLI!er Dingley lied
about those papers or else be lost them."
"They are certainly not to be found!" agreed Frank. "Now it is
for you to say what bad better be done."
" We can only go back borne with our sad tale," said the detective,
despondently. " Poor Bliss! It is awful to think of the fate he must
meet!"
"Perhaps he can he saved yet," said Frank. "When the judge;;
see the letter of Dingley and Jearn of the Corsair's fate, maybe taey
will at least commute his sentence to imprisonment."
"Ab! but that is equivalent to death. And now that Dingley is
dead--"
" But cannot the lost evidence be duplicated?"
" Ah, no, for the self-confessed murderAr is dead and buried in India. His confession is lost, and the witnesses, Hindooa all, are perhaps beyond all possible chance of recall.
"Well, it does look like a hopeless case!'' agreed Frank. " And
yet you know there is always hope."
.
•
"You apeak kind words of good cheer. But that does not altogether !urnish a remedy. However, Jet us go home at once.''
" It shall be as you say!" said Frank.
A few momenls later a last look was taken at the Corsair. Then
the submarine boat atarLe<l for the surface.
Up--up it went for what seemed a great apace. Then it emerged
above the sea level, and the blue, star-lit canopy of heaven was ai.Jove
with the moon riding high.
The sea was moderate, so the submarine boat took an easy course
to the northward.
Tbe voyagers were much fatigued and glad to avail themselves of
the opportunity to sleep.
UnLil a late hour the next day they slept.
Then the first on deck was tbt' detective, Fingan. And be was
met there by Barney, who pointed to the horizon and cried:
"Shure, sor, there is a bit av land in soight over there!"
The detective gave a start.
"An island!" he said. "It lies right in our cour!e. Perhaps it
may hold a Crusoe. We shall pass ~ear it. Let us see."
CHAPTER X.
THE CASTAWAY.
AT this moment Frank Reade, Jr., also appeared on deck. He be·
came interes ted in the island aR well.
"If there were any survivors of the Corsair's wreck," suggested
F'ingan, " why would not this island be a likely point for tl!em to
reach? It is right in the northern current, and if they were upon a
raft or adrift ia a boat, they would be likely to make it."
"That is logical," agreed Frank; " but I am skeptical in regard
to there being any survivors."
" That may be; yet if it is not too far out of our course, why
not keep an eye on it?"
"We certainly will!"
The Venture drew rapidly near the isle, leaving it to leeward.
All the while Fingan studied it with a glass.
Its shores appeared rough and precipitous. In the interior a
mountain rose high above the horizon.
That this was a volcano, whether extinct or not, was possible.
Almoat all islands in this part of the ocean were of volcanic origin.
Fingan studied the precipitous shores carefully. The Venture was
not more tllun a mile from them.
But not a sign of living being could be seen.
If there W!'re castaways on tbe isle they bad not planted any vis·
ible signal. Yet Fingan was much excited.
" I don't know why it is," he said, " but I have a strange feeling
about that island."
" Ir you wish we will Jay to and send a boat off to explore it," said
Frank.
The detective hesitated.
" I suppose my theory is groundless," he said, "it would doubtless
be a waste of time. Never mind it!"
So the Venture stood otl' again to sea.
Fin gao had tu ed away from the rail and apparently lost interest
in the isle.
ra had gone into the cabin and Barney was cleaning
the searcb·light.
But Pomp, at this moment, came up out of the galley and cast a
glance toward the isle. As he did so be gave u sharp cry.
" Hi-hi!'' he ebouted; " look ober dere. Wha' yo' call dat? Looks
laik a big tiah !''
Like a nash Fingan turned. At the same moment Frank came out
of the cabin.
All had heard the darky's speech, and all eyes were turned in the
direction indicated by him. Tbis was toward tbe island.
And all beheld a surprising sp11ctacle. High up on the cliff lhere
was seen a sheet or fiame.
It sbot high up into tbe a1r and burned steadily and brightly. lt
was a signal fire.
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Only l!uman hands could have built it. Only one purpose could
have animated ~be builder.
This was to attract the attention of the passi ng vessel. At a motion from Frank, Barney sprang into the pilot house.
The submarine boat came about instantly. She was at once headed
for the island.
As she drew nearer, it became all the more certain that the fire was
a beacon set by some castaway.
Fingan could hardly contain himself, so excited was he.
"Something told me from the first," be cried, "that there was
somebody on that island, I will wager even that it is one or more of
the Corsair's crew!"
" We shall soon know," said Frank, logically.
Nearer the Venture drew to the rocky isle.
And now, plainly enough, a misera-ole-looking, half-clad human be·
ing, was seen frantically rushing along the verge of the cliffs and beck·
oning to them.
It was a castaway.
There was no don tJt of this. The Venture ran into a little bay in
the Island coast, and there came to anchor uot fifty yards from the
shore.
A boat was put out, and Frank and Fingan, with Barney, started lor
the shore.
Now the castaway's feat.ures could be seen quite plainly. l:ie was
rushing up and down the sands in a sort of a frenzy.
As t11e boat dashed upon the beach and the voyagers sprung out, he
cr(Jucbed down upon the sands and glared at them in a strange,
vacant way.
A glance told our voyagers the sad trutll.
"My soul!" exclaimed Fingan; "he is mad!''
This was a certain fact. His experiences on the desert Isle had affected his reason. Whether this flight of intellect was recent or not
could only be guessed.
Certainly he bad been possessed of sufficient wit to light the beacon
and attract a rescue. Perhaps the very realization of his hopes of rescue had been the means of turning his brain.
In his apparently weakened physical state this was not altogether to
be wondered at. His whole appearance betrayed learfulsutrering.
Aghast, our voyagers gazed al him.
He was a seaman of the ordinary type, about forty years of age an<l
possessed of a heavy cast of features.
That be was an Englishman
seemed certain.
"Mad!" ejaculated Frank. "Yes, as mad as a March bare. This .
is piti~bl.,, Poor fellow! His snfierings have done this."
Fingan approached and ventured to ad•lrllSS him.
" My good man,'' be said, " where is your ship? How came you
bereT''
_
Tbe maniac for a moment chattered like a gibberingJDonkey. Then
he seemed to become docile, and arising, approached with folded arms.
"The ocean is wide," he said, meaninglessly. "Ah, it has many
SPCrets. It will wrap us all in its embrace some day!"
The voyagers saw by his speech that, though be was a sea-faring
mao, he was g![ted with more than ordinary mental attainments.
That is, he had been an educated man.
" Don't fear for me," he said, as none or the others spoke. " I'm
with Davy Jones, and he's a snug captain to sail with. Yes, I've
signed papers with him. It'll be a long cruise."
"What sball we do, Frank!" whispered Fiugan. "We ongbt not to
leave the poor fellow here to die!"
''We will not," said the young inventor. "It is by nu means im·
possible that his aberration IS but temporary, and that with nourish·
ment nnd strength be will soon be himself again."
"So I think; why not take bim aboard the vessel!''
"We will!"
Frank adopted a conciliatory manner, and to his joy the maniac
seemed as rtocile as a lamb. Without question he enlered the boat
and was rowed out to the Venture.
Frnnk placed him in one of the sLate-rooms and induced him to eat
and drink. In the drink lie placed a slight opiate.
And soon the unfortunate man was fast asleep. The rescuers began
to have strong hopes.
''Now," said Fingan, as they left their charge, "I have a desire."
" What is it?"
"I want to explore the island. I don't know as it would amount to
a:Jythin g, but I would like to know if any clew to this man's identity
can be found there.''
"It is a good idea!'' declared Frank, "and it shall be done!"
The Venture with the slbeping castaway was left. in charge of Barney
and Pomp.
Frank and Finga!l pulled ashore and began their quest. They quite
thoroughly explored Lhe desert isle.
It was nightfall ere they returned. Not a cltlw of any kind had been
founu.
A cave in the cliff was discovered where the castaway had slept,
There were heaps of shells and bits of fruit to show what his foo :l bad
consieted or.
Also a seaman's jacket was found and a bunch of waterproof
matches. It was with these, doubtless, be bad lit the beacon.
The only clew to the sailor's identity was the name on the collar of
his pea-jacket.
"Ernest Strange.''
This was all,
From what part of the world he carne, or what was the ~:;arne of his
ship, could only be learned from his OW II lips.
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"I saw 'em loot the ship and then fire a C•Juple of shots through
her. She went down grandly and they sailed away to the north.
I had given myself up for lost,
"But sharks arc scarce below the Tropic, an d just then a floating timber came my way. I clung to it for t hree days without
food or drink.
"Then in the night I drifted ashore. It was a rocky island and
-I can remember no more."
"I can tell you the rest," said Fingan, calmly, "but before I
do let :ne as k you a question.''
"Aye, skipper!''
"Was therA not on board the Corsair a man by the name of
Arthur Diugleyf'
" Aye!" repli ed Strange, eagerly, " he was going back to England
with a lot of valua ble papers :o clear a man convic ted or murder.''
" Just so!" cried tte detective, excitedly, " Now ti.Jose papers, do
you know where he carried them?"
" Aye, sir, as he often told us, next bis body in a tin box. He
asked us all in ease of accident to him to loJk after ttose papers."
The detective sprang up excitedly.
" Well," he said, " do you think the pirates would have taken those
papers from his body?"
" It may lle so," replied the sailor, " bnt if not, sir, I make free to
say they must be at the bottom of the ocean now."
" On Dingley's body!"
" I should say so, sir!"
·.. EnQugh l'' said Fingan, "Now let me tell you bow you came
aboard our vessel."
" I sho uld like to know that, skipper.''
Strange listened earnestly to the detective's narrative of how he was
rescued fron. tile isle. Then be described the peculiarllies of the Venture.
Strange could hardly believe his senses. He had never before beard
of a submarine boat.
CHAPTER XI.
"SoT was crazy !" he exclaimed. "Well, it m us~ have been my ___
sickness. Bot I'm all right now, mate.''
THE SAILOR'S STi>RY.
"So yon are," c~ied Fingan, "but come in and have some breakIT was at this moment that the detective, Fingan, stood in the fast and meet Mr. Reade. Then we'll show you over the submarine
stateroom door.
boat.''
He had heard the last words of the castaway, and it was with a
Strange bowed in a constrained way.
mighty effort that he controlled himself.
"Saving your presence, sir," he said, "I am only a poor seaman.''
"Ob, that is all righ t," declared the detective. " We don't stand
He saw all in an instant.
on terms of equality here. One man is as good as another if be is reThe seaman's reason had returned. He was himself again.
Standing there in the center of the stateroom, Ernest Strange hnd spectable.''
covered his eyeR with his band anrl was trying to think.
With this assurance, Strange followed the detective into the main
"The island!" be muttered. "And what then-what then! Ob, I cabm where Pomp had a smoking repa ~t ready.
cannot remember more. It is all a blank!''
To this all sat down and soon were upon the best of terms. The
· "Then y<>u have not forgotten tbA Corsair?" llBked Fingan gently. sailor rapidly recovered his spirits and his men tal equilibrium.
The seaman started and stared at the detective.
He recounted over again the story of the loss or the Corsuir and the
"You have thY weather on me, captain," be said respectfully. ") fight with the pirates.
don't remember you. Where am I!"
"In truth, sir," be said to Fingan, "there is little doubt bot that
"Sit down here,'' said Fingan in his most persuasive way. "Let the black rascals took the tin box from the dead body af the passenus see if we can't have an understanding. You shipped aboard tlle ger.''
Corsair?"
"But of what value could it be t.9 them ?" asked the de tective.
The sailor shook his head.
"I did, captain."
" At Li'l'erpool!"
" I make free to say that it was none," he declared; " but they
might fancy some-future value attached, or again they may have de''Aye, sir.''
" Now the Corsair encountered a gale off the Tropic of Capri- stroyed the papers or carried them awuy."
" Do you think you would know this Malay dhow if you were to see
corn--"
" Asl;ing your pardon, sir-she did not.''
it agaiut'' asked Fingan.
Tbe detective was astomsbed.
The sailor shook his ber.d.
"What!" be exclaimed; " she did not encounter a gale!''
" Ab, it is no t. often they come into the Indian Ocean,'' he replied.
"No, sir.''
" They nre all of the same style. It would be bard to tell, as she bad
" Nor did not founder in the same?"
no name or distinguishing mark.''
After the meal was over, Strange went forward with Barney and
"She did not, sir; I make free to sny that."
" But the Corsair is at the bottom of the sea."
Pomp.
" As lit as a Iiddle, sir, and a couple of cannon ball breaches under
While he was regaling theq~ with salty tales of the sea, Frank and
her water line, Jir. May the fiends fly away with them as did itl''
Fingan were art holding an animated discussion.
"Of course, I wish to follow up any reasonable ~lew," Frank was
Had Fingan seen a ghost at that moment be could not have received a greater shock.
saying, " bu~ I do not believe we would gain anything by returning to
He was unable for a moment to speak.
the Corsair!"
Then he g asped:
" Possibly not,'' said Fingan, "and yet-I am anxious to leave no
loophole open."
" A couple of cannon balls under her water liner•
" Aye, sir; that is what sent the Corsair to the bottom.''
" I can't blame you.''
" Perhaps you can mnke that clearer .to me!"
"A human lire is at stake,"
"I reckon, sir. You see we bad just crossed the Tropic and were
" We would turn back now if I thought there was a ghost of a
making good headway with free l"inds.
chance.''
"One morning a black sail showed over our quarter. It kept creep" Ab, but this sailor, be was more familiar with the ship. Perhaps
ing up and gave us chase. Our skipper began to get anxious,
be micrbt find it- -"
" ' It's Malays to a dead certainty,' be said, 'and t hey'll wear us
" Ifail to see how his search could be greater than ours. Again,
out in this breeze. We must make a long run and trust to a fog or a be admits that Dingley carried the tin box always about his
, dark night to slip 'em.'
person!"
" That was all well nod good, but the fog or the dark night didn't
'•Yes!"
come, The cursed villains crept nearer, and on the second day
" Very well. It is, of course, a pretty sure conclusion that the
opened fire.
Malays confiscated that, and have either destroyed or carried it
" They brought our mizzen down, and knocked a bole in our poop away!"
deck. Then our captam called us aft, ancl said:
"It is all a terrible thing,'' said the detective, with keen disappoint" 'Boys, we'll lay to and give 'em a fight at close quarters. It's our ment, "if it were only possible to run down the pirate dhow, Ioree or
only hope. If we can't llck 'em that way we're done for anyway, Get bribe the wretches to yield up th e papers.''
out all the weapons you can, and fight like the devil.' That we did.
" It would be a very hopeless qu est,'' said Frank; " the best you
"The Mnlny devils came over our quarter and covered our decks can do is to return to London. Lay the facts in the case before the
with blood. They cut us down like sheep. At last, seeing I was court, You cnn prove that Dingley was possessed of papers to prove
the only man left, I made over the cat-beads and tru!!ted to a swim Bliss' innocence. That the ship aboard which be was, was attacked
for life. Luckily they didn't see me.
and sunk by pirates. You have made every effort to lind the papers.
And be was hardly in a state of mind to give an accurate answer to
this as yet. The two explorers returned ~o the Venture.
As there was little need of dallying longer in this part of the world,
Frank again beaded the submarine boat to the northward.
That night Barney watched beside the sleeping casttlway.
He did not wake until the next morning. Then just after daylight
be stirred, opened his ey~s, and yawned. He stared at Barney curiously, nod asked in a rational way:
" Heave hoi What's the watch, mnte?''
" Everything's snug, sor!'' replied the Celt, astutely; " they've not
piped for us yet!''
" I'm right glad of that," replied the sailor, lan,!!;uidly; " for I own
I was powerful foggy in the maintop. You're sure the bo'suns not
wllistled?"
'' Quite sore, me fried," l'eplied Barney.
The sailor now opened bis eyes nnd stared nt the Celt.
"Hnng me high!" he gasped. " When did you come aboard! I
didn't know we'd an Irishman in the crew!"
" Sbure, sor, I've bin aboard all tile toime since Iavin' LiverpooH"
"Avost there, mate! I know better than that, Ell-how-what
have we here?"
Tile seaman stared about the luxurious little stateroom. Then he
passed a hand across his brow and gasped:
"This is not the fo'castle. It's an officer's cabin. Where the deuce
am I! Is it a dream! Heigbo, my lnd, what ship is this?"
"This is the submarine boat Venture, sor!" replied Barney.
The sailor gave a great cry.
" Rigbt, mate!'' be shouted, " I had forgotten. The old Corsair
went down, ay, she's at the bottom of 'the sea. I remember now,
drifting on that awful spar, the desert tsland, and--"
He came to a pause.
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The proof that they existed should at the very least compel the judges
to commute the death sentence to a term of imprisonment."
" All!'' groaned Fingan. "You do not know our English courtt.
They are wexorable in cases of this kind."
" Then the blood of the prisoner will be on their beads!"
" Which will not help Bliss!''
"Very true!"
Frank took a turn up and down the deck. Finally he came to a
halt, and said:
" Well, Fingan, I will yield to yon. We will make what quest we
can for the dhow!"
' The detective gave a cry of joy.
"You will get yo ur reward,'' he said ; "it is more than philanthropy, it is a Christian net, a deed wilich will be recorded to your
credit in anoth er and a better life."
".But where shall we pursue our quest?'' asked Frank.
" I think that such a vessel, after a successful crutse, would return
to the buunts of the Malays in their own peninsula. What if we look
for them theret'·
"Very well," agreed the younj!" inventor. '' We will sail at once
for Malaysia in the Pacific. It will be a long cruise. We may not see
London for many months-perhaps a ~·e ar."
"Very well. I urn sure that Moreton will get the case put over.
They cannot bang .Bliss under that Ume. At least, we can try."
It was startling news to Buruey and Pomp that the Venture was to
enter the Pacitic upon what seemed an almost hopeless quest.
Bot they did not demur.
Frank, however, addressed Strange.
"We will put you aboard any passing vessel you may prefer,'' he
said, "or you may become one of the crew of this boat.''
Strange hitched up his trousers awkwarclly, and said:
" Well, skipper, if you're s3ort a baud, I may say that I'll be glnd
sign papers with you, for I like ye. Au' there's my hand on it!"
So Strange turned in with Barney and Pomp, with whom he had
already become fast friends.
The submarine bOat was thus booked for the Pacific.
Her course was changed and she lay a trilla northward to cross the
Tropic into smoother seas.
To tell the truth Fingan did not feel wholly at ease in the matter.
He was not sure that this was after all the best move. He hall a
strange feeling tbat in leaving the Indian Ocean he wo.s leaving the
game behind him.
But the die was cast. He would not now change his plans, and so
the Venture's course was shi!ted so that she stoo.:l away again to the
eastward and toward the Pacific.
•
CHAPTER XII.
BROUGHT

TO

LIGHT.

FoR two days the Venture held her eastward course. She bad
passed the line of the Black Whirlpool and was reaching over toward
the northern tip of Au~tralin.
Frank believed that a month of rapid sailing would place him in the
Pacitlc and into the Maluccn Passage.
Then the quest for the pirate dhow might be truthfully said to kave
been begnn.
It would boa dangerous game at best. The sub ·nnrine boat carried
no guns, w!Jile many of the pirate ships were Hoatiog arsenals.
Unless the Venture's crew could treat with the Malays and secure
the tin box and papers by means of a reward, there would be a scant
show to get them by force.
Of courRe the Venture could sink any vessel alloat by placing a dynamite torpedo under her in any sen. But many vessels might be
destroyed and many hundreds of lives taken thus for naught.
And to actual warfare Frank had a wholesome repugnance. He
positively would not indulge iu It, save in self-defense or to right a
great wrong.
Of courAe if be could si:tgle out the dhow which carrie.:l the stolen
papers, ant.l could be sure that they were aboard and that they could
be recovered in no other way, be would not hesitate a moment to sink
the dhow.
But It was not destined that affairs should come to this desperate
pass.
Nor was it meant that the Venture's keel should ever cut the
waters of tlfe South Pacific.
It cnme about :n a startling manner.
pne day Strange was teUiug some pretty strong sea tales when Barney ventured to affirm:
"Bejabers, we have pirate treasure aboard this very boat, sor."
Strange looked at the Celt as if to take the matter as a jo1e. But
Barney was in earnest.
"It's throe, I tell yez."
"Dnt am right, sub!" affirmed Pomp. "l see dem when uey
brought It ab'o'u. De l'ishman heah an' Mistnh Fingan."
" Heave away there, lads," said the sailor, incredulously. "I like
a yarn, but it must have a little varnish on it.''
"Yez don't loelave it, ehT'' aske1 Barney.
"I believe me eyes, mate!"
" Whurroo! Yez shall see it thin. Shure, there's Misther Fingan.
The top av the mormu' to yez, sort''
"Well, Barney," said the detective, as he came up, "what favor
can I do you, sir?"
" Shure, yez kin bear me out in me statement, sor!"
"Ab, what is that?''
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Barney gla nced at Strnnge.
"This gintleman <:on't beluve that ye and mesilf has pirate treasure aboard this bout, sor!"
•· Ensy, rr.ates," put in the Ballor. "I never mi~ <lo ubts a gentleman's word. If his honor says so, so it is, no' I'll figLt the fo'castle,
it's so!''
" Thin listen, will yez!" cried Barney, triumphantly.
Fingan nodded pleasantly.
" Barney spoke the trutl1, " he said. " We do own a chest of pirate
treasure. and it is at this moment aboard this ship."
"So I say, sir, mysell," said Strange, moat civilly, "and the man
who says not is a Turkish liar!"
" l'hiu we a1 r unanymus on that point," declared Barney with
much satisfaction.
'
Bot Fiugnn went further.
" To settle all doubts, .Barner," be said, "and also for the sake or a
little diversion, let's bring out the chest and divide up the treasure."
Barney sprung to his feet.
"I'm will yez, sor," he cried,
Of course the others were interested. They even went into the cabin
and assisted in hringing out t il e heavy chest.
It wus placed just before the t.urret in a favorable spot, and then
Fwgan lifted th e cover.
There it was lilleli nearly to the brim with a profusion of coins.
They were of all metals and all nations.
But copper seemed to be the preuominating metal, and Strange said:
" If they were all of golu it would be a mighty fine argosy ye'd be
carrying home, mates!''
" You are right," agreed Fingan, "but there is yet a good deal of
gold and silver. Here are some English sovereigns, and some French
frnncs. But these are the finest-Uncle Sam's double eagles, fresh
!rom the mint."
" Which mPans that one of Uncle Sam's vessels fell in•.o the grip of
these pirates," suid Strange.
Then he ceased spea ~ing; his gaze caught that o! the detective.
Fingan was looking at him in a startled manner.
"Stranl!e," said the detective, In a constrained voice, "it may be
on ly a coi ncidence, but a sudden thought struck me. Malay vessels
seldom come Into the Indian Ocean, do the7?"
"Very seldom, sir."
"Now, this vessel which sunk the Corsair was a dhow, was she not!"
"Aye, sir!"
Fingan was like u rigid statue.
"Answer me," he said. "What course did you last see her making after she left tbe Corsair!"
" So uth by enst, sir."
The detective turned and confronted Frank Reade, Jr., who had
just come out of the turret. For a moment the detective gasped for
breath. Then he exploded:
•· Frank, turn about as quick as you can! We are going right
away from our game."
To say that the young inventor was astounded would be a mild
statement.
·
" W·wbat!" be exclaimed. "What's up now, Fingnn!''
" We are going away from our game! I have the best of reasons
for believing that the sunken dboiV from which we got this treasure
was the very vessel which sunk the Corsair."
Frank was as:ounded.
" What reason have you for that assumptionf' he asked.
''Several simple deductions. In tbe first place dhows sehlorn come
into the Indian Ocean from Malaysia. Again tbe dhow which sunk the
Corsair made a course direclly for the Black Whirlpool. That it was
the same vessel from which we obtained the treasure there can be little doubt. Retribution of a fearful sort quickly overtook the wretches
as it ought. There is one more chance for us. We must go bacl< to
tbe whirlpool. If we find the tin hox aboard that sunken dllow all will
be well. If we do not, it is gone forever, and James Menton Bliss is
lost."
"I aru glad to do as you direct,'' said Frank; "if you say the word,
we will nl.Jout ship and go back to the Black Whirlpool."
"I do say so!"
"Very good!"
•' We will not go to Malaysia, which I can now see would be an errand of folly. Back to the Whirlpool, and fail or win, there I am
done!"
"Thnt is common sense," declared Frank, "perhaps we may find
the box after all."
"I shall hooe so!"
Frank turned to the pilot house, but at this excit.lna moment a
.,
sharp cry carne from the lips of Stran,ge, the sailor.
"Blow me bard!'' he cded, dashing his band down into a heap of
the cows. "I thought I had my eye on it. There's a shilling, English
I'll swear carne from the Corsair, for it was once my property."
'
The sta.rtled gaze of all was turned upon Strange. He held the
silver piece up triumphantl y.
"I know it well I" be cried. "See that niche in the millina? I cut
that in an idle moment. ·I gave this shillin,g to the steward two days
before the ship went down for a bottle of brandy.'"
'rhis astounding statement for a moment overwhelmed all. The detective's eyes glowed.
"Hurrah!" be shouted, "there is the positive evidence. We shall
succeeu. I know we shall.''
"Perhaps there is other evidence in this ches~, mates," cried)
Strange.
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And down be went upon his kn ees and began overhauling the heap
of coins again. He lifted them out in handfuls and began inspecting
them.
And deep down among them Fingan's eyes suddenly caught the
gleam of another metal. Instinctively. be reached down and p!!t his
bands upon it.
And then-he never forgot that mo!llent in his life. Up from the
heap or coins he drew a long, tin box.
'l'here was blood upon it-ug!y crimson stains. That they came
from the veins of Arthur Dingley there was no lloubt.
One moment there was a spellbound silence. 'J' he detective pressed
the spring which opened the box cover.
An oil sil k packet lay inside.
He hastily undid it and read:
" Mortuary confession or the murder of the Earl of Manton--"
The detective read no further. He swung the packet aloft and
shouted:
"Cheers!
Cheers!
We have found the evidence!
Bliss is
saved!"
And the cheers were given with a will. That was a happy hour ou
board the Venture.
It is needless to say that the course of the submarine boat was
changed. 1'hree days later she passed the line of the Black Whirlpool.
In due course she safely made Cape Town. Here a. brief stop was
made lor necessary repairs.
But the Venture was soon again on her way along the west coast
of the African continent.
Once more she crossed the Gull of Guinea and sighted Cape Verde.
Then in due time she passed outside the Bay of Biscay and finally iuto
t he Irish Sea.
When the submarine boat once' more anchored in the Mersey it was
a happy moment for all.
The hour was early, but Fingan instantly went ashore. He purchased a London paper, and on the first page read:
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"The murderer of the Earl of Manton, James Menton Bliss, will be
hanged at noon to-day. A reprieve was hoped lor until last night,
but it is understood that this bas been refused. The counsel for the
condemned have dependea upon real or imaginary evidence arriving
from India. T his was supposed to have been aboard the missing ship
Corsair. As no evidence has been forthcoming, the stern decree or
tl!e law must be enacted."
Fingan was deadly pall'. t
" Onlr to think," he muttered, "another dav and I would !Java
been to late!"
He instantly rushed into a telegraph office and sent mes~ages right
and left.
A half hour later he was on a last express train speeding for London.
That evening t he papers were fnll or the exploits of the submarine voyagers and the marvelous recovery of the lost evidence.
Owners and un cerwriters or the Corsair were glad to know her
fate.
They held a grand reception, in which Frank Reade, Jr., was the
honored guest.
Fiugau received a large reward lor his work. This, with his share
of tile pirate treaoure, repaid him well.
Strange, tbe s ailor, quickly shipped again aboard another of Mr.
Clare's vessels.
But it is sale to say that, in all his futur e career on the high seas,
he will scarce meet with stranger incidents than those wllich we bave
just chronicled.
Frank Reade, Jr., had had enough submarine voyaging for a
while,
So one morning be headed the Venture acr0ss the Atlantic. One
day he entered a river which led down to the sea, and paused at t he
quays of a smart little citv called Readestown.
Here was his borne and the wonderlal shops where he perfected
his inventions. The Venture was taken out of the water and broken
up, for she was too badly used up to stand another cruise.
Barney and Pomp were glad to get back home again, where lor the
present, with the reader's kind permission, we will take leave or them.

(THE END.]
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pa.ill, to any address on receipt of price, by Frank Tousey, Publisher,
34 and S6 North Moore Street. ~ew York. P. 0. Box 2730

H?W TO KEEP~ WINDOW GARDEN.-Contaiuing full Instruction&
for constructing a window garden either in town or country, and
the most a.pproved methods for. raising beautiful flowers at home.
The most Jomplete b.h:O•of the kind ever published. }'rice 10 cents.
For sale by all nowsdealers in the United States and Canada, or
sent to your address, postage free, on receipt of price. Address
Frank Tousoy, pubiisher, 34 and 36 North Moore Street, New York.
Box 2730
HOW TO ENTERTAIN AN EVENING PARTY is the title of a very valU•
abie little book just published. A complete compendium of games.
sports, card diversions, comic recreations, etc., suitable for parlor or
drawing-room entertainment. It contains m.ore for the money than
any book published. Sold by all newt;dealers, or send 10 cents to
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York,
and receive it by return mail, post p aid.

fiviV TO FLIRT.-Just out. 'l'he arts and wiles or flirtation are runy
explained by this little book. Besides the various methods of ha'!'d•
kerchief. fan , glove, parasol, wmdow, and hat firrtatwns , It con tams
a full Jist of the language and sentiment ol flowers, which is inter·
esting to everybody, both old and young. You cannot be happy with·
out one. Price 10 cents. Address Frank Tousey,. publisher, S4 and
S6 North Moore street. New York. Box 2J30.

HOW TO MAKE Ai·m SET TRAPS.-Ineluding hints on how to trap
Moles, Weasels, Otter, Rats , Squirrels and Birds. Also how to cure
Skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington Keene. Price 10
cents. For sale by all newsde<>lElrs in the United States and Cl"lada
or sent tc your address, post-paid, ou receipt of price. AddresS
Frank Tousey, publisher, 34 and 36 North Moore street, New York.
P. 0. Box 2730.
flOW TO BECOME A SCIENTIST.- A u~eful anctmstructlve booR, gtV•
ing a complete treatise on chemistry; also, experiments in acoustics,
mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directions for making fireworks, colored fire~. a nd gas balloons. This book cannot be equaled.
Price H' cents. For sale by ..u newsdealers, or it will be sent to your
address, r;ostage free, on receil,)t of price. Address Frank Tousey,
publisher. S4 and 36 North l'tiol:!l'l street. New York. Hex 2730.
NOW TO ROW1 SAIL AND BUILJJ n. BOAT.-Fully illustrated. E very
boy should lmow how to row and sail a boat. Full instructions are
given in this little book, together with instructions on swimming and
riding, co mpanion sports to boating. Price 10 cents. For sale by a.ll
newsdealers in the United States and Canada, or we will send it to
your address on receipt of the price. Frank Tousey, publisher, 34
and 36 North Moore street. New York. Box 2730.
HOW TO BECOME BEAUTIFUL.-One 'of the brightest and most Vfl.l<>
u able little books ever given to the world. Everybody wishes to know
h ow to become beautiful, both male and female. The secret is simple
and almost costless. Read this book, and be convinced. "How to
Become Beautiful." Price ten ceuts. For sale by book and newsdeal·
ers, or send ten cents to Fra:J.k Tousey, 34 and 36 North Moore street)
l!lew York. and it will be mailed to your address. post JJaid.

:SOW TO COLLECT S'l'AMPS AND OOINS.-Containing valuable tn·
forrnlltion regarding the collectiug and nrranglllg of stamps and
coins. Handsomely UlustrMed. Price 10 cents. For sale by all
newsdealer& in the United States and Can'l.da, or sent free of post·
age uoon receipt of the price. Address Prank Tousey, publisher,
8i and 36 Norta Moore Street. New Yorlt. Box 2730.

60W TO BECOME A J. f A.GitJIAN.-Contalnlng the grcndest assortmenr
of magical illusions evl'lr placed before the public. Also, tricks witb
cards, incantations , etc. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers.
or sent to your address, posta~e free, upon receipt of pr ice. Franlt
Tousey, publli!her, 3!1 and 36 North Moore street, New York. Po 1.,..
Box2730.

BOW TO BREAK, RIDE AND DRIVE A HORSE.-~ complete treatise
on the horse. Describiug tho most userul horses for business, the
l)est for the road; also ,-aluable recipes for diseases peculiar to the
horse. Prieto> 10 cents. For sale by a!! newsdealers in tlJe United
States a nd Canada, or sent to your ad dress, postage free, on receipt
of price. Address Frank 'l'ousey, publi~her, S4 and 36 North Moore
Street, New York. Box ~7M.
HOW TO BE A DETEOTIVE.-By Old King Brady, the world known
detective. In whtch he lays down some valuable and senslblo rules
for beginners, au.d also relates some ad ventures and experiences of
well-lmown detectives. Price 10 cents. For sale by all newsdealers
in the United States and Cauad:L, or sent to your ad<!riJSB, post-paid,
on receipt or the price. Address Frank Tousey, publisher, S4 a nd 36
North Moore Street. New York. Box 2730.

rapk Tousey's flapd Books.
Containing Useful Information on Almost Every Subject Under the Sun. Price 10 Cents Per Copy.
No. I.
•

No. 28.

No. 15.

Napoleon's Oraculnm and Dream Book.

HOW '1'0 llECOl\lE RICH.

HOW TO 'l'ELL FORTUNES.

Oontainin~ the great oracle of human destinyj n lso the
..true meauJUg of almost any kind of dreams, together with

Tb1s wonderful book presents you with tbe exs.mple and
life experience of some of the most noted and wealthy men
in the world , including the self-made men of our country.
Tbe book is eciited by ODR of the most s uccessfu l men of
the present. age, whos~ own example is in itself guide
enough for tbose who aspire to fame and money. '.I'he
book will give you the secret. Price 10 cents.

Every one is desirous of knowing what his future life wiD
bring forLb., whether happiness or misery, wealth or po,....
erty, You can t ell ))y a glance at this ii\tle book. Buy one
and be convi nced. Tell your own fortune. Tell the fort-o
unes of your friends. Price 10 cents.

cbl\rms. ceremonies, and curious games of cards. A com·
olete book. Price 10 cents.
No.2.

HOW TO DO TRICKS.
!'he great book of magic and card tri~.;ks, containing fuJI
fnetruction of all the le~tding card tricks or the day, also
the most popular magical Wusions as performed by our
!:nt~o~h~~~~i::~~ ~~~~~u~t: si~~~: g~~~.a copy, as it

1

1r..
HOW TO KEEP A. WlNDOW GAIWEN.
No.

Conta.injng fuH instructions for constructing a window
garden either in town or country, and tbe most ~proved
methode for raising beautHul flowers at home.
e most
camplete book of the kind ever published. Price 0 ceuts.

Is the title of a new and handSome little book just issued
by Frank Tousey. It contains full instructions in tHe art
of danoiug, etiquette in tbe ball-roon:l aud at parties, bow
~::::~.~~~S~U)~l'g~~~t~~nj~ rorc~~i~i.ng Off in all pOpUlAr

No. 30.
One of the most instructive books on cooki::Jg ever pub-

HOW '1'0 DltESS.

~~~ e~Yst!~s~0~fs~ ~i~~~i ~~~~ ~j~ :s~0~~k!sma~aJsAfl 6~ngdasm:l
0

Containing fun instruction in tile art of dressing aud ap penriug well at home and abroad, g1v!ng the selections of
colo rs, material, and bow to have them made up. Pdce 10
cents.

No.4.

Every boy should kno,,. how in ve ntions origir.a.te. Tbf1
book explains them All, giving examples in electricity, by..
draulics, magnetism, optics, pneumatics, mechanics, eto.,

etc. '.11le most instructive book published. Price 10 oente.

HOW 'l'O COOK.

No. 17.

HOW 'l'O DANCE

No. 29.

HOW '1'0 BECOME A.N INVENTOR.

pastry, and 1\. grand collection of recipes. by one of our mos•
popular cooks. Only 10 cents per copy.

No. 31.

No. 18.

HOW '1'0 BECOME A. SPEAKER.

HOW TO BECOl\lE BEA.U'l'IFUL.

Oontnining fourteen illustrations, giving tbe different P<>s1tion~ re9uisite to bt~co~'! a good speaker, reader and
eloc utwm s t . A 1so contam1n '! gems ft:om all the popular
auth ors of prose and poe~ry, arral?ged m tbe most s1mpJe
, a.nd concJse manner poss ible. Pnce 10 cente.

One of the brightest a nd most valto.able little books 8ve1
~iven to the world. Everybody wishes to know how to
beco me beautiful, both male and female. 'l'he secret is
simple, and almost costless. Read this book and be con..
tiuced bow to become beautiful. Price 10 cents.

No. 32.

HOW TO RIDE A. BICYCLE.

No. 19.
FRANK TOUSEY'S

United States Distance '1'ables, Pocket Com·
panion and Guide.
No.6.

HOW TO BECOME AN ATHLETE.
Giving full instruction for the use of dumb-bells, Inrlino
clubs, parallel bars. horizontal bars end vaTiou s other

:V~~h~~; ofttuee~~~S~~~- a ~~~'!.y ~~~~~~~ b~~~~~ ~~rnot:!n~~

b,.

healthy
following the instructions contained in tb•
lttle book . Price 10 cents.

No. 7.

HOW 'l'O KJo.:.EP BlltDS.

Giving ltbe official distances on all the railroads ot the
Uaited :States and Canada. Also, table of di stances by
water to forei~tn ports, back fares in the principal citie~,

HOW TO BEHAVE.

No.2 0 .

Containing the rul es and etiquette of good society and thll
eas iest and most approved methods of appearing te good
advantage at part.iAs, balls, the theater, church, and. in th&
drowing room. Price 10 cents.

~:~,~f!t~fat:3 ~:~~;s'b~!:'k8 ~~b'!i~hekd~g~;i~:e10°~e~ht!.most

How to Entertain an Evening Party.
A very valuable little book just published. A complete
oompeodium of games, s ports, card-diversions,. comic
recreations, etc., suitu ble for p1~rlor or drtnving-room ent ertainment.. It contains more for the nro:aey tban any
book publis hed. Price 10 cents.

Handsomely iJtusirated, and contail.ing fu ll instruction•

t~~J~bo1b:ii~~~bY:.~tbr~.t~!~~:e~fP~~~~:t:.:·e i::c~~ig;
1

10 cents.

No.8.

HOW TO BECOME A. SCIENTIST.
A useful and instruoti•e book, giving a complete treatise
on chemistry; also, ex periments in acoustics, mechani cs,
m a thematics, chemistry, and directions for makW!g fireworks, colored tires. and gas balloons. This book cannot
be equaled. Price ilO cents .

HOW TO BECOl\IE A VENTRILOQUIST.
By Harry Kennedy. 'rbe secret given awn.y, Every intellisent boy r eaUiog r.bis book of instructions, by a prnctioal
professor (deli"hting multitudes every llight with his wonderfu l imJta.tions), can master the art, and create any
amount of fun for himself and friends. It is th e greatest
book ever published, and there 's millions Cof fun) in it.
Price 10 cents.

HOW TO llOX.
t-he art of self-defense made easy. Contai ning over thirty
illustrations of ~uu.rds~ blows and tBe different posiLions of
•good boxer. Every boy should obtaiu one of th ese useful
'\nd instruc tive books, as it will teacu you bow to box with.Jut an instructor. Price 10 cents..

tjo. I I.

HOW '1'0 WRIT!!; LOVE-I,ET'l'ERS.
A most cumvlete li ttle book. containing full directions for
writing love- letters, and when to use them; nl so giving
•Deoimen letters for both young and old. Price 10 cttnts.

No. 12.

HOW 'fO WRITE LE'f'l'ERS TO tA.DIES.
Siviug complete instructions for writing letters to Jud ies
=~e~~~~ub~~f~: ; 0~s:~~~tters ot introduction, notes and re-

1

No. 13.

How to Do It; or, Book of Etiquette.
It. is a great life secret, and one that every young man desires to know all about. Send 10 cents and get it. 'l'h.,re'e
.happiness in it..
No. 14.

HOW '1'0 l\UKE CANDY.
all kinds of candr, iooPrice 10 centL

HOW TO PLAY GAMES.
A complete and useful little book, containing the rnlM
and regulati ons of billiards, bagatelle, backgammon, croquet. dominoes, etc. Price 10 cents.
No. 36.

No. 22.

HOW TO DO SECOND SIGHT.

HOW 'l'O SOLVE CONUNDRilliS.

H e ller's second Billht explained by his former assistant,

Containing all the leadi ng conundrums of the dny, amusinl
riddles, curious catches and witty sa)·iugs. Prics10 centa..

also giving all the codes and signals. 'J'b e only authentic
explanation of second sight. Price 10 cents.

No. 37.

BOW '1'0 KEEP HOUSE.

It eoMtains information for everybody, Loys, girls, man.
and women; it will tea.nb you bow to mal{e alm o st nn~·th ina
around the house, &uch as parlor ornaments, bracket ..
Everybody dreams. from the little cbild to the aged man cements, reolian harps, and bird lime for catoBing bird""
and woman. 'J'bis httle book gives tbe explanation to a.ll Price 10 cents.

No.23.•

HOW TO KXPLA.IN DREAMS.

:~'d.j~ rt~~~i::::.~s \)~:~~f~u7,!}~h~11 ~~ka ~1 ~~~~c1ri~!YN:
1

No. 38.

HOW '1'0 BECOlUE YOUR OWN DOC'l'OR.
No. 24.

HOW '1'0 WRITE LE'l"l'ERS TO GENTLE·
MEN.

A wonderful book, containing useful and practical information in tne treatment of ordinary diseases and ailment.
common to every family. A hounding in useful ftnd effect,..
ive reeipes for general complaints Price 10 cent&

Containing full direction s for writing to gentlemen on all
subjet:ts; also giving sample letters for Jnstruction. Price
10 cents.

How to Raise

No. 39.
Do~rs, Poultry,

Pigeons ·and

Rabbits.

No. 25.

HOW '1'0 BECO!UE A. GYMNAST.

A usefnl and instructive book. Handsomely ntustratecL
By Ira Drofra.w. :'rice 10 cents.

Oontaining full instructions for all h:inds of gsmnastic
spo1·t.s and athletic exercises. Embracing thirty-five illusttnt.ions. .By Professor W. :Maodona.ld. A bandy and useful book. Price 10 cents.

BOW TO MAKE A.ND SET TRAPS.

No.26.

HOW TO ROW, SAIL AND BUILD A. BOAT.
Fully illustrated. Every boy should know bow to row and
s&il a. boat. Full instructions are given in this little book.
together with instructions on swtmming and riding, com..
pan ion sports to Doating, ~rioe 10 cents.

No. 27.

HOW TO RECITE AND BOOK OF l{ECI·
'l'A.'1'IONS.
g~~~ti-Jfa'e~~~ Fr0e3!ct0 ~~~~~c~~~~!~~:ei~:Jei~i~~~i~sl~nc~

No. 40.

Including biota on how to catch ?t-Ioles. W~a.s els, Ottell!
Rats, Squirrels and Birds. Also bow to cure :Skins. eo.;.
piously illustra ted. By J. HarriDgto'fl Keene. Price 11
cents.

No. 41.

Tile Boys of New York End Men's Joke Book.
Containing n great ~riety of the latest jokes used by the
most famous en d men. No amateur min strels is complet:M
without this \Vonderfullittle book. Price 10 cents.

pieces, together with many etandard readings. Price 10
ceuts.

For sale by an newsdealers, or sent, post·paid, upon receipt of price.

8ox 2730.

Containing full1nstruction for fencing and the use of th~
broadsword; nlso instru ction in arobery . Described with
twenty-one practical illustrations, ~iving the best position&
in fencing . A. complete book. Price 10 cents.

No. 35.

cen ts

No. 10.

No. 34.

BOW '1'0 FENCE.

HOW TO HUNT A.ND FISH.
The moJt complete hunting and fishing guide ever published. It contains full in s tructions about gur..s, bunting
~i~~~ 0tf:~~!r:gJ>~s\.an$rrc~l10~~~:.ether with descrip-

:::r~e!t~~tbft~~ee!~~~:~~~~c~~~v :~~ ~tc:b~~~a~o['h~e=t~;~~

No.9.

A compte ~ band-book for making
'4ftl&.:m, syrups, essences, etc., etc,

No. 21.

No. 33.

Address

FRANK TOUSEY, Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New Yor~

•

LATEST ISSUES OF THE FIVE CENT COMIC ·liBRARY.
67 Two Hn.rd Nut.s; or. A Term of Fun at Dr .
Urs.ckAm's Academy,
by S1Lm Smiley
58 The Shortys' Country ;Store,
by PaLer Pnd
69 Muldoon' s Vacn.tioa,
by 'l'om 'l' ea:!er
60 Jack Hawse r's 'I' a vern,
by Pete r Pa.1

:~ ~~~~~~~J.~~:::,~dr~~to1~f~Jilld Nag~Yb~,P~t!~et~:d

63 'l'wo iu a Box; or, Tbe Long and Sllort ot It,
by Torn Teasdr
64 The Shorty Kids; or, 'l'hree Chips of J'bree Old
Blocks,
by Peter Pad
65 Mike McAuinness; or, l'ravelin~ for Pleasure.

66 The Shortys' Christmas Suaps,
bb~l'~~t~re~s:J
67 The Houooe 'l'wins , or, 'l'lle 'l'wo Worst Boys m
the World,
by Sam Smiley
68 Nimble Nip, the llllp of the School,
by Tom Teaser
69 Sn.m Spry, the New York Drum mel'; or, Husm ess
Before Pleasure,
by Peter Pad
70 Muldoon Out West,
by 'l'oro 'l'eiLSer
71 '!'hose Quiet 'I' wins,
by Peter P"d
'12 ~1uldo on, the ti'treman,
by 'l'om l'ea.ser
73 A Rolling :Stouej or, Jack ReadY's Lite or Fun,
by Peter Pud
7<& An Old Boy; or, .Maloney After Education,
by Tom 'l'euser
'15 Tumbling 'l'imj or, Traveling With a Circus,
by Peter Pnd
76 Judge Oleary' s Conn try Oourt,
by 'l'ozu T easer
77 Jack Re1tdy's :-school Scm pes,
by P~:~te r .Pad
'18 .:\1.u ldoon . f,lle Solid Mnu,
by 'ro·n Ted.ser
7fl Joe Junk, the Wllaler; or, Anywllere for Jtun,
by Peter Pad
EO The Denoon's Son: or, Th e Imp of th e Vilhu~e.
by 'J'om Teaser
81 Behind the Scenes; or, Out With a. New York
Combination.
·
by Peter Pad
S'l 'l'be Funny L;'ou r,
by Peter Pad
83 Muldoon 's 13:~!;8 Ball Olub,
by 'l'om 'l'easer
84 Muldoon's Hase Unll <..Hub in Boston, by 'l'om 'l'easer
85 A_ llad g~~r; o1·1 H llrd to Crack,
by 'l'om Teaser
86 Sam; or, 'J'he l'roubl esome ll~ou ndling,
by Peter Pad
87 Muldoon's Base Ball Club in PUiladelvhia,
by ·~om •reaser
88 Jimmy G rimes; or, Sbarp, Smart and :Sassy,
by 'l'om 'J'ease r
89 Little Tommy Bounce; or, Something Ltke liis
Dad,
b.v Peter Pad
90 Muldoon's Picnic,
by Tom Teaser
91 LiLLie 'rom my l:Sounce on His Travels; or, O C\ing
America. for L•' un,
by .Pel er Pad

92 Boarding-School; or, Sum Bowser at Work and
Play,
by Peter Pad
93 Nex[ Uoot; or, 'l'he Jri.sll Twins,
by 'i'om Teaser
94 '!'be Aldermen Swaeneys of New YtJrk,
by To1n Teaser
95 A l:hd Boy's Note Book,
by · · Ed"
96 A Bad Boy at i:icuoot,
by ·• Ed"
~7 Jill.lmy Grimes, JJ:.; or, tb.e 'l'orment of t.he Village,
by 'J'orn Ten..ser
98 Jack and Jim; or, Rackets and Scrapes IlL
School,
by 'l'oJU T easer
99 'I' be Book A ~ent's T.ucl\,
by " J;:d "
100 .\lnld oon's Bo1trdmg House,
by Tom 'l'ea~er
101 i\lnl<1oou s Lh·oth.,r Onn,
oy Tom 'l'ea~er
102 'J'he 'J'mveliug Dud e : or, 'l'he Oomicul Adventur~s of Ul nrence Fitz !toy Jones, by T om 'l'ea'ier
103 Sennror \I ul doo n,
by Tom 'l'tu"ser
104 '!'tie Shol'lylS' Miu.strels; or, Working the San1e
105

T~~d<J~~~~~~~~8 'Adventures

of 'Iwo n:cfe!:et.er Pad
by 'l'om T easer

~g~ ~f~:~~~~: ~g: s~e &,~~~~ 1'r.

~~ :::~~ :1::~~=~

108 Hilly Mo::is; 01·, From Une Thing to Anotller.
by Tom Te1~ser
lOP 'frulUful Jack; or, On Hoard the Naucy Jane,
by 'I om 'l'flase r
110 tr red Fresh: or, As Green ILS Grass, by Ton1 'l'eu:ser
Ill 'l'lle Uencou 's Boy; or, The Worl:i& iu To wn,
by P ete r P 1td
112 Jobnny Brown & Uo. at School; or, 'l'he Delle on's Boy at His Old Tricks,
b.v Peter Pad
113 Jim, .J ack a.ntl Jim; or, Three Hard ~llf::i to
Urack,
by 'l'o111 l'easer
114 Smart. J; ()o., the Boy Peddlers,
by Peter L->ad
115 'fhe '11 wo Boy lilowus; ot, A ~ummel' W1th z.
Uirt:us.
by 'l'om 'feal!ler
116 Benny .Bounce; or, A Block of the Old <Jbip.
by Peter Pad
11'1 Young Dick Plnnlce t; or, 'l'he Trinls nnd 'l'ribuJa.tions of J £be m~z e r Grow,
by Sam timiley
118 Muldoon in lrelu.od; or, 'J'he Solid M 1m on t11e
Old Sod,
by Tom 'l'easer
119 Muldoon's Grocery Store. Part I. by 'J'om 'l't-l!!:ler
1'20 Muldoon's Grocery Sto1·e. Part If, by 'l'om Teaser
l2L Bob I:Sright; or, A Boy of llusinesR and J!'nu.
Pu.rt I,
by Tom Teaser
122 Bob Bright; or, A Boy of Business nnd Fnn .
by Tom 'J'easer
1-'urt 11,
123 1\luldoon's Trip Around the ·world. Pu.rt 1,
by Tom Teaser
124 ]\lulduon' s Trip Around the \Vorld. l?art H,
·
by 'fom Teaser

125 Mul doon ' s Hotel. Purt f.
by Tom Teaser
126 I\tuldoon 1:1 Hu tel. Part. II,
By Tam 'l'ea.sP.r
127 Muldoon 's Ubr~t>tmas,
by 'I' om 'L'~ "~ tlf'
128 'l'lle :Shorty~' Ul.lrlstmas Rackets,
IJ)' rater Pad
129 :::,,~~f'~~~~~·d:r·~~~t ¥~llowing in the ~:~~=t:~KPad
130 Sam Smart, Jr,: or. Following io the ~·oo t...,t.e pM
of His Dad. Part II,
by J•ett~r Pad
131 Three of Us; or, liuslling for Boodle aud b'un.
Part I.
by 'l'om 'fene!:'c
132 'l'hree of Us; or. Hu stling for Boodle and Fun.
Pnrt II.
by 'l'om Tttu.ser
133 Out For Fun; or Six Months 'W itb & Show.
uy Peter PsL~
134 D1ok Duck, the Boss of th e 'l'owu, by 'l'om Tt~u.ser
135 '!'he Sbortys Dowg Europe; or, On A O rand
by Sa.m :Smiley
'! 'our for ll'uu. Purt I,
136 'J'h e Shortys Doing l£urope; or, On a Grand
'J'ol!r for F·uu. Pu.rt 11.
by S11111 ~miley
137 Aunt 1\lu.ria; or, Ohe !'bought Sbe Knew It All,
by Sam ~miley
138 Muldorm In Ch icttgo; or. 'l'hd Solid l\lc~.n nt the
Worl d's Fair,
by Tom Tenser
139 Cous in. Harry; or, An English Boy in AIUerii.HL
Pnl't I.
by tsam ::>111iley
140 Con ..,lll Harry; or, An En~lish Boy in Americu..
Part. Ll
by :Sum :Smiley
141 A New 'l'ommy Hounce; or, The Worst of the
Lot . Part I.
by ::i&m O!Uiley
142 A 1"\ew 'l onlliiY Bounce; or, The \'\o' ontof th .,
t;ot. P.n·t JI.
by ~11111 Smiley
14.3 Stump; or," Little, But, Oh, My!'' I'l\rt l.
by P ete r Pad
144 Stump; ot·, "I.ittle, But, Oh, M y ~" P 1n·t II
Vy Pete r Pnd
145 Khoo-Fly; or, No body's 1\'l oke. Purt I.
by T om Teaser
146 Shoo-Fly; or, Nobody'& l\loke. Part 11.
by Tom Teaser·
147 Chips and Chin Chin, the Two Orphans . Part
I.
by Peter Pad
148 Chips and Ullio Chin, tbe Two Orpbuns. Part
11.
by Peter Pad
149 Tbe Sbortys on tbe Road; or, In tile Old Husiness Ju st for Fun. Part 1,
by Peter Pad
150 '!'be Sbortys on the Road; or, In the Old Busi151

o~~ W~11.~\ tg:, ~~~· Lia~r~r' {he

8

Fitz- ¥/e;b::trs.
by 'rom 'l'easer·
152 Plas ter aud Stickem; or, Out For the- Stuff,
by Stun Smiley
lfl3 Mnldoon's Flnts. Part I.
by 'l'om Teaser
154 Muldoon's Flats. Part II.
by Tom 'feaSer

All the above libraries are for sale by all newsdealers in the United.States and Canada, or sent to your address, post-paid, on re<'eipt
of price. Address

P. 0. Box 2730.

FRANK

TOU~EY,

Publisher, 34 & 36 North Moore Street, New York.

LATEST ISSUES OF THE FRANK READE liBRARY.
By

~~NONAME.~'

77 Frank ~ade, Jr . Exploring- a Submaraine blou!ltnin i 102 Lost in the Mount.ains of the Moon; or, Frank Reade,
Jr .'• Great Triv With His Ne \T Ail'-Sbip, the
or, LOBt at the Bottom of lh e :Sen.
'18 Frank R eade, Jr.'s Electric Buckboard: or, 'l'hrilling
"Scud.''
103 100 Miles Belo'" tbe Surface of the Sen: or, The 1\ta.rAdventures in Nf\rtil Au~tralia.
velons 'L'rip or .!fran k Reade, Jr.'s "Ha.rd-tibell"
~ Fr1mk H.eade. Jr.'s Search for the Sea Serpent; or, :Six
Submariue Boat
'l'housand Miles Under tlle :Sea..
111J }'rank Reade, Jr.'s Desert Exvlorer: or, The Under- 104 Abandoned in Alaska; or, Frnnlc Reade, Jt.' s '!'brilling S&arcb for a Lost Gol d Claim With Hi3 New
ground Cir.y of the Sahara.
New ~lectrie Wtti!On.
81
Frt~~:'~~~~eFfor~~~~tb ~le~~~~h Al~~~~t tt~e ~1~~~~ 105 Around the Arctic Ci rcle: or, Fr1mk Reade, Jr.'s
Most Famous Trip With His Air-Sbip, the "Orbit.••
Part I.
82 Frank Reade, Jr. s New Elect.rio Air-Ship , the'' Ze- 106 ui~deec~~~: o9~e!';nS~aol>e~·rl~~.k Reade, Jr.'s Submar~~~~~~~r, From NorLb to South Around the Globe.
h N'1 l
b N.
F
k R d J
107 F
~~~~t ~h~ S~·t~a~ \~it,~g~Y~ .?(jV{II~rannd O~~r,ibus~a
83 Across tlle Frozen Sea: or, F rank Reade . Jr.'s Electric
108
Snow Outt.er.
'l'~\~o~~:~rnlf ~l'~i~me,Vit~r, ~j~ ni<N~,:ad1'ir~S·~~p~ 1 ~~!
84 Lost. in the Great Atla.ntio Valley; or, Frank Reade, Jr.,
" ll'laslJ."
and His Submarine W1mder, the' ' Dart."
85 !frank Rende, Jr., and His New Electric A.ir-Ship, the 109 Lost in the Great Unriertow: or, Frank Reade, ~lr.'s
"'Eclipse:'~ or, Fi~htinl{ the Chinese Pirates. Part I.
Suhmllrine Ort•ise m the Gulf :St1·eam.
110 From 'l'rop1c to 'J'ropi c; or, J.o"rn.nk Reade, Jr.'s Latest
86 Fr~.n~cff'~:::~: ~;;F~net.~~~s t~eeOb·~~:~!r~~r~t!:;s~~~t \Ihi~
'l'our With His Bicyole Cl\.r.
87 Fra.nk Reade, Jr.'s fllil?ver of the Prairie; or, Fighting Ill To tbe U:nd of tbe E11rl.b in 11n A ir-Sbip; or, Frank
Reade, Jr.'s Great Mid-Air Flight.
the Apaches in the J'ar So11thwest.
as Under tue A mn.zon for & 'l'bousanJ Miles; or, Frank 112 Tbe Underground ~en; or. Frank Reade, Jr.'s Subterra.nean Uru ise in His SubnHlrine Boat.
89 Fr!~dJt~~J:~ J~~~d~~~~;~·~ril~·r the Silver Whale; or, 113 The Mysterious Mirage; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Desert
Search for a Secr et Gity with His New Overland
Under the Ocean in the Electric'' Dolphin."
Uhaise.
98 Frank Re11de, Jr.'s Oatarnn.ran of the Air; or, \Vild and
Wonderful Adventures 111 North Australia.
1U Tbe l~ l eetric l Eila.nd : or, Frllnk Reade. Jr.'s Search for
the GrPate<~;t Wonder on Earth With His Air-SlJip,
91 Frauk Reade, Jr.'s Search lfo r a. Lost Man in His Latthe .. Flillllt."
est Air \Vonder.
Six Weelcs Buried in a Deep Sea Cave; or,
92 F r ank Reade, Jr., In Central India; or, The Search 115 lfor
lirank Reade, Jr .'s Great ::)ubmarine Search .
For the Lost Sa.Y&nts .
116
'l'he
Galleon's Gold; or,li'rank 1teade, Jr.'s Deep :Sea
93 The Missing Island; or, Frank Reade Jr.'s Wonderful
:Search.
'J'rip Under the D ee p Sea.
94 Over the Andes With F'rank Reade, Jr., iu His New 117 Afij~~~rt~1s~:~i;a ~~:nw-::d:r~iai~fe~tJr~sHi~ '1~~
Air-Ship; or, Wild A1lventnres in Pern.
Aotipodes.
95 F r ank Reade, Jr.'s Pt·airi*' \Vhirlwind i or, '!'be 1\fystbry
ot the Hidden Canyon.
118 F}~'i~lhti;t;~~:·. :!~~~r ~rr?,~!SC~a~lyint; Maclline; or.
96 Under the Yellow Sen.: or. Frank Rea.c1e, Jr.ts Search
119
On
the Great 1\t eridiao 'W ith Fr:mk R earle .•Jr., In His
for the Oave of Peurls WH.b His Ne\Y :Submtt.riue
New Air-Ship: or, A 'l' wenLy-lfive 'l'honsand 1\ii\e
Cruiser.
'l'rip in Mid-Air.
9'1 Around the Horizon for 'l'en Thousand l\.filee : or, 120 Under the Indian Ocean \Vif,b Frank Rearle, Jr.; or,
Frank Reade, Jr.'s Wonderful 'l'rip With H1s AirA Crui se in" Submarine Boat.
Ship.
121 Astray in the Selvas; or, 'fhe Wild Experiences of
98 Frank l<.eade, Jr .'s "Sky Scraper;" or, North nnd
!frank Rearie, Jr., Barney and Pomp,
South
Oouth Around the World .
America Witb the Electric Cah
99 Un~:~J:.eJ~~~~~~1[~~t ~~~~~~~~~f~~t~~l~\~;;~.; or, 11"ranl' 122 Losr. in ll Comet's Tnil; 01. Frtmk Reade, Jr:s .Str&nJ:e

fn

1

-n

100

~"rom

Ooa.qt to OoRst; or, FrAnk Reade Jr 's Trip
A cross A fric1L in His 1£1ectri c" Boomerang- .,
}01 Frank Reade, .Jr .• and ll is Eleot,ric Oar; or, Out,\\'itting a Desperl\t.e G1Lng.

123

Si~t~enn~~~ep~~t~!!~ ~~.1\~;~nA~]i~~~~:

Jr.'s Marvelous
Adventures in the Deep Sen
124 Beyond the Gold UOI\St : or, li'rank ReAde, Jr. 's Overland Trip \Vith Hi3 b:lectric Pha eton .

125 Latitu de 90°: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Moat ·Wouderfu t
Mill-Air Flhrht.
126 Afloat in a :Sunken Forest; or, With }~rank Reade,
J r , on n. :Submarine Uruise.
12'1 Across the Dese t·t of Fire; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s
Murvelous Trip to a. Str&ul!e Uountry.
128 Over Two Contments; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Long"
lJi sta.nce Fli~bt With His New Air-Ship.
129 Th e Coral Labyriuth; or, Lost Witb Fmuk Reade, Jr .•
iuaDeepSe&Uave.
130 Along tLe Orinoco; or, With li' rank Reade , Jr., in
Venezuela.
131.A~f:~~~ie~~~r;tii~~·s~f:ok Reade, Jr.'s Latest'rrip
132 1,000 Fathoms Deep: or, With Frnnk Reade, Jr .. in

'l'~~,~=~dfi~~~~· Air; or, Frauk Reade, Jr.'s Trip to.
the 'l'ropics.
134: In the \\'ild Man's J...and; or, With Frank Reade, Jr., .
in the Heart of Australia.
135 'J'be Sunken Jsthmus; o r, With Frank Reade. Jr., in
the Yuct~tan ()bannfl l Witll H1s New Subtnann e
Vr..cbt th~ "Se11 Diver .. ,
1 136 The JJOst Cara:fliD: or, Frank Reade. Jr., en tbe
St11k~d Plains 'Vith I--I is'' Electric Racer."
137 'fhe Transient Lake: or. ~·rank Rende, Jr.'s Adventures .in a Mys tt~ rious Country With His New AirShip, tb e •• Spe t·tre ."
138 Tlle Weird lsil10d: or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s StrangeSuhmnri:lA Search for a. Deep Sea \Yond er.
.
139 'fhe Abandoned Country; O"f, lf rank Reade, Jr .. Expluring 11 ~ew Conl.iu~nt.
140 Over the St.eppes; or, Adrift in Asia 'Vith Frank
Reade , Jr.
141 The Unl<nown Sea; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s UnderW1tte1· Crui~~.
14.2 lt~~~~1~\~~~af:~7~vo:ry~rank Reade, Jr.'s Quest for
143 IJ'he Lof" t Navi~ators; or, Frank Reade, Jr.'s Mid-A it
133

144

1.~;ai~~ll~i\~li'!;d;N:~:

~~~-~kb~e!~:.••Jsr~{ lf!~:~· ~e!l

Trip of Mystery.
145 'l'hrough the Tropics: or. li'rsnk Reade, Jr.'s Adventures in the (;rn.n Chaco.
146 In Whtt,e L~ttitudes; or, Frnnk Reade, Jr.'s '.fen
1'h ou~I'L nd Mil a li' light Over the t1... r ozen Norl h,
14'1 Below the KalutnL: or, Frn.nk Re8de, Jr ., Exploring nn
Undercronnd ltiver Wiith His Submarine Boat.
148 TbA Black Mouul: or, 'l'hrou~h I rod in. 'Vith F r11uk
ltea.de, Jr ., A ho~.rd His "El~ct. l'io Boomer.''
149
'J '~elf~I;~~"Ji !i~rt~~ Hi's ~=~kA ~~~~Tn.~b~8 ·~~~i~ ~~.~
150 Tbe Black Sqnadron; or, Fru.1.k Rende. Jr . . in tbe
Indian Ocean With His Submuriue Boat tbe
"Rocket."
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